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Story.Comments On
Foundation Activities
By The Associated Press
Murray State University president
Constantine Curris has for six months
ignored a recommendation that funds
from public grants and contracts not
be diverted to the Murray State
University Foundation.
In a copyright story Friday, The
Paducah Sun reported that the MSU
budget director and the university attorney concluded in a report that the
university is violating state law by
placing the funds into the Foundation.
The conclusions were outlined in a
Dec. 17, 1960, interoffice communication directed to Curris and written by
budget director Don Chamberlain,the
newspaper said.
"I strongly believe that we should
deposit all non-private grants and
contracts in the university's current
operating fund, and expend all funds
In accordance with established comin o n w eiTt'h
procedures,"
Chamberlain said. -

HOUSE DESTROYED - An unoccupied house on Edinborough Drive was destroyed by fire early this morning. Reports including the time, cause and origin of the blaze were not available at press time. Members of
the Murray Fire Department and the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad fought the fire. According to a
Murray police spokesman, construction of the house was not completed at the time of the fire.
Start Photo 11.0 Matt Sanders

Peterson Addresses MSU Commencement
r

Graduates Told Of Two Issues
Facing Universities In 1980's

1981

The 397 summer graduates at Mur- to read widely and attend cultural and
ray State University were told Friday artistic events more often.
that two major issues face higher
College-educated individuals, he
education in the decade of the 1980's:
also pointed out, tend to be more effi- The values associated with the cient consumers and get higher
collegiate experience,and
returns from a given level of income.
- The integrity with which inAnd, lastly, he said, the collegiate
dividuals perform their respon- experience increases self-assurance
sibilities.
and confidence. "It tends to. lessen
"The college degree," said Dr. Roy anxiety and alienation, and it aids in
P. Peterson, deputy executive direc- gaining better control of our destiny,"
tor for academic and health affairs of he said.
the Kentucky Council on Higher - Integrity in the process, he said, reEducation,Frankfort,"is but the visi- quires that education remain the
ble sign of a unique set of experiences. thing that provided the opportunity,
"The degree does not assure you of not just a college degree.
"The wisest reforms the integrity's
a successful career or a guaranteed
sake
that we can make," he told the
share in the American dream," he
graduates,
"are to insiSt that intold the graduates, which included 197
master's degree candidates, "but its stitutions only issue meaningful
real value is in the collegiate ex- degrees, that they continue to reflect
perience and the non-monetary poten- the best of our society and that they
continue to nudge us in the right directial in the future."
tion."
,
Peterson, who came to Kentucky
Degrees were conferred by Dr. Conlast year after five years in a similar
tantine W. Curris, university presiposition with the Illinois Board .of
dent, with Dr. Richard Butwell, viceHigher Education, went on to tell the
president for academic programs,
graduates that the benefits of the colpresiding during the hour-long, afterlegiate experience are future
noon exercises in the university's
directed.
historic Lovett Auditorium.
"College education tends to narrow
In addition to the 197 master's
the traditional differences between degrees, 179 baccalaureate degrees
married persons in interests, at- were awarded along with seven
titudes and behavior patterns," he specialists degrees and 14 associate
said. "Offspring are higher than degrees. They represented 20 states
average achievers and pursue educa- and three foreign countries.
tion more actively.
Three of the candidates graduated
College graduates, he went on, have summa cum laude with grade point
wider interests, tend to be less ad- averages in the 4.00 to 3.8-point range:
dicted to television, are more inclined Gregory D. Pruitt, Clinton, Route 1,

3.98; Nancy Suzanne Waters,
Camden, Term., 3.87; and Jerry
Daniel Minuth,Hopkinsville,3.86.
Graduating magna cum laude with
grade point averages ranging from
3.79 to 3.60 were: Clyde J. Beggs,Carrollton; Tamara G.Edwards, Route 4,
Bardwell; and Jayne Elizabeth Harris, Route 5,Princeton.
Patricia Ann MoArka4
Elizabethtown; Roger Frank Smith,
Route 2, Murray; and Melinda Ann
Wigginton,Route 1,Fredonia.
Twenty-twli-of the candidates
graduated cum laude with grade point
averages ranging from 3.59 to 3.33 of
the 4.00 possible points: Susan Jean
Adams, Route 2, Hazel; Larry
Thomas Bolen, Tamra Lynn Curd,
Brenda Brandon Estes, Mary Jane
Flora and Thomas Elliott Shupe, all of
Murray.
Lisa Karen Cates, Michael Cook
Johnson, and Brenda Elizabeth
Shimkus, all of Paducah; Kimberly
Ann Cocci, Steger, Ill.; and Tamara
Danette Cummins, Morganfield:
Also Vida J. Ismael, Henderson;
Beth Ann Charles and Deborah Ann
Lampe, both of Louisville; Margaret
Alline, McCallon, Route 1, Kirksey;
Sharon King Melton, Route 3, Bardwell; and Judith Wood Mills, Route 3,
Paducah.
Also, Alice Cheryl Platt Moody,
Madisonville; Nedra Nolan,
Mayfield; Joan Audas Robards,
Dawson Springs; JoAnn Toms, and
John Reid Watson, both of
Hopkinsville.

As box office manager Kathie
Fleming put it,"We're sold out before
the window opens. The final performance has been sold out since
Thursday."
This presents the theatre with "a
pleasant problem," according to
director Richard valentine. "We hate
to turn people away, but we make
reservations on a first-come-firstserved basis, and we have a small
theatre."
Valentine said that the maximum

MHS Senior Attends
Computer Camp

Woman Injured In
One-Car Accident
On Highway 94

Kentucky State
Fair Set Aug. 13-22
In Louisville

ner, associate professor of physics
ctor of the Wateri Compufer
and rh e—
Center.
In addition, Dr. William B. Pickett,
associate professor of history,and Dr.
Thad D. Smith, professor of political
science, lectured on the use of the
computer in their respective fields,
while Rose-Hulman's president, Dr.
Samuel F. Hulbert, a noted authority
on the application of engineering in
the field of medicine, presented a lecture on "The Six Million Dollar ManFact or Fiction.."
Participants in the Retupmoc program wrote their own programs for
solving problems. A number of experts who use computers in business,
government and industry visited the
campus to share their expertise and
discuss career opportunities in corn:
puting.
Founded in 1874 by railroad builder
Chauncey Rose as the first privatelysupported engineering college west of
the Allegheny Mountains, RoseHulman was re-endowed in 1970
through a multi-million dollar gift by
the Anton Hulman, Jr., family of
Terre Haute. The college has an
enrollment of 1,250 men and offers
degrees in chemical engineering,
chemistry, civil engineering, computer science, electrical engineering,
mathematical
economics,
mathematics, mechanical engineering and physics.

Fiscal Court Sets
Tuesday Meeting
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
has scheduled its monthly meeting
Tuesday,Aug. 11.
The meeting will be held at 1 p.m. in
the courthouse office of County
Judge/Executive Robert 0. Miller.

Enthusiasm,For Play Still Going Strong
number of seats have been installed in season. The summer fare opened in
the main stage of the old freight depot June with "A Hymn For Kentucky"
playhouse in the Murray-Calloway and was followed by -Godspell"
County Park, but the waiting list for which became the first big summer
tickets remains. "We've put every hit when its second weekend sold out
chair out," he said, "but we can't so heavily that a Sunday matinee had
compromise patron comfort or safe- to be scheduled.
ty."
"Mummy Market" filled the sumHowever, those who wish to see the mer stage with dozens of children and
musical-comedy smash have hope. was soon followed by a special proCancellations could open some seats, duction of the Children's Company enso theatre officials advise those in- titled "In One Basket."
terested to put their names on the
Other Special projects included the
waiting list.
Young Actors Guild's participation in
Reservations must be claimed by a local disaster drill and their setting
7:50 p.m. Theatre policy calls for of a new regional Frimprowing
reservations which have not been record. The Frisbee throw was a
claimed at that time to be put up for money-raising.effort by the young acgeneral sale.
tors who wanted Co' contribute to the
"Anything Goes" is the closing pro- production of the gala "Anything
duction of the Community Theatre's Goes."
Hundreds of music lovers laughed
Playhouse in the Park summer

During the 1980 fiscal year, public
grants and contracts valued at $4.4
million were being administered by
the foundation.
The question of the legality of grant
and contract money going through the
foundation was among charges filed
against Curris earlier this year when
some board members attempted to
fire him.
See FOUNDATION,
Page 12, Col.5

TERRE HAUTE, Ind. - Don A.
Moseley,son of Mr.and Mrs. Owen B.
Moseley, 1673 Loch Lomond, Murray,
a senior at Murray High School, has
completed a unique week of "camping" at Rose- Hulman Institute of
Technology near Terre Haute.
It was called Camp Retupmoc and,
according to some reports, was a
"week as tough as a buffalo hunt."
Actually, R-E-T-U-P-M-O-C IS C-0A Murray woman was injured in a
M-P-U-T-E-R spelled backwards and
one-car accident Friday night on is the way the innovative engineering
Highway 94, 5.9 miles east of Murray.
college has chosen to inform top high
According to a Kentucky State school students about this intensive
Police spokesman, Cynthia A. one-week experience with computers,
Horner, 23, of College Courts, was the people who build them and the
traveling east on 94 around 9 p.m. people who make computers do useful
when she lost control of her car. It left things.
the road on the right, crossed to the
Each
of the six sessions acleft and hit a dirt bank.
comodate 40 high school age young
She is listed in satisfactory condi- men who have interests in and aption this morning at the Murray- titude for computing. Typically, a sesCalloway County Hospital.
sion of Retupmoc draws boys from as
Trooper J. C. Barnett investigated many as 10 to 12 states.
the accident.
Dr. John J. Kinney, professor of
mathematics, is director of the summer program, now in its fifth year of
operation. He is assisted by Dr. Darrell E. Criss, professor of electrical
engineering and computer science
and chairman of the computer science
department; Dr. Ralph Grimaldi,
The 1981 Kentucky State Fair, spor- associate professor of mathematics;
ting .
a "Pridc01 Kentucky" theme, Dr. Herbert R. Bailey, professor of
*Via bird Aug. 13-22 at the Kentucky mathematics Dr. David R. Voltmer,
Fair & Exposition Center in associate professor of electrical
Louisville.
engineering; and Dr. Bruce R. DanThe 10-day extravaganza boasts
several major changes and one of the
biggest has to do with the family
budget - admission prices won't go
up.
The cost of getting into the
Fairgrounds will be $2.50 per adult
and $1 for children under 12. "Carload
hours" will be in effect from 7 a.m.
until noon(EDT)each day of the fair,
except Aug. 15,16 and 20. Regular admission prices will apply all day Aug.
15 and 16. On Aug. 20, the fair will
celebrate the 25th birthday of the
Fairgrounds complex by charging the
same amount it cost to get into the
1956 fair -SO cents a person,all day.

Shows Sold Out Before Window Opens

Cole Porter's "Anything Goes" was
a hit when it opened on Broadway in
1934, and 47 years have not dampened
audience enthusiasm. At least that is
what the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre has found since
the show premiered to a standingroom-only crowd on July 30.

Despite the conclusions and recommendations, Curris has continued to
direct that the funds be diverted to the
private, non-profit corporation, which
earns about $100,000 a year by handling the money,the newspaper said.
Curris is president of the foundation's board of trustees.
The university gets grants and contracts from numerous public sources
for specific research and development projects.

and listened on alternate Sunday
evenings when the theatre presented
its "Gourmet Cabaret." Special
desserts and Broadway show tunes
filled the open-air stage as more than
30 local artists joked and sang
throughout the summer.
Both "Godspell" and the "Gourmet
Cabaret" are slated for comebacks in
the fall, according to Valentine. While
dates have not been set, the popularity of the shows is such that the return
engagements appear warranted.
But first there will be the closing
night ot "Anything Goes" and that
delicious difficulty of finding enough
seats to meet the demand. When you
finally have a theatre building, a cast
and. crew of willing amateurs and
seasoned pros, and a rolling hit to
boot, it is probably true that
"Anything Goes.'•

HANDS-ON DOPERRENCI-Don Moseley of Murray, Ky., receives InOmaha-on-11W irst-Th-iiiMputer while attending Rose4lulman
Institute of Technology's unique Camp Retupmoc, an intensive oneweek summer program on computer programming. The camp's
director, Dr. John Kinney, headed the blue ribbon faculty for the
program.
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partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and pleasant
Saturday. Highs Saturday in the
low 80s. Fair and mild Saturday
night with lows in the mid 60s.
Mostly sunny on Sunday. Highs in
the mid 80s. West winds 10 to 15
mph Saturday.
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mbessessw"Community Events Listedamesessames Girl Scout Core Meet
(
Of Interesi To
".

Saturday, Aug.8

Saturday, Aug.8

Sunday, Aug.9

Alcoholics Anonymous and
Murray Shrine Club Golf
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0.
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at Tournament will open today Vaughn will be honored on
the west end of the Livestock at the Murray Country Club. their 50th wedding anniverand Exposition Center.
sary with a reception at the
Holiday Inn, Murray, from 2
Activities
of
the
12th
anMurray Squa-A-Naders
to
4 p.m.
nual Gala Douglass
will dance from 8 to 10:30
Homecoming
will
include
1961 Calloway County High
p.m. at the Woodmen of the
free coffee and donuts at the School annuals may be pickWorld Hall.
Douglass Community Center ed up in Room 106 of the high
from 8 to 11 a.m.; dinner at school from 1 to 5 p.m.
Community Theatre will
Colonial House Smorgasbord
present "Anything Goes" at
from 6 to 8 p.m.; dance at
11 p.m. at the old freight
Monday, Aug. ii
University Center, Murray
depot of Murray-Calloway
Baptist Women of ColState University, from 9
County Park.
p.m. to 1 a.m. Tickets are $12 dwater Baptist Church will
for
both or $6 for either din- meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Ladies Full Gospel
ner
or dance which will be Magadaline Manning.
Fellowship will meet at 9
sold at the Douglass Coma.m. at LT* Woodmen of the
Russell Chapel's United
munity Center from 10 a.m.
World Hall, South Third and
Church Women
Methodist
to 12 noon.
Maple Streets, Murray. The
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
public is invited.
Annual homecoming day home of Jean Pipher.
will be held at Asbury
Mary Rowlett Group of the
Cemetery with preaching at
River Baptist Church
Blood
11 a.m. and basket lunch at
Women is scheduled to meet
noon.
Bargain Matinees
at 7 p.m.
Murray Band Boosters
Sat. 8. Sun. 2:00
will continue their sale of Recovery, Inc., will meet
Cheri it Cine
barbecue, chips, cookies, at 7:30 p.m. at the Health
brownies, and drinks at the Center, North Seventh and
Ail Seats Si .50
sidewalk sale in downtown Olive Streets. This is open to
Murray. In case of rain sale all persons with emotional or
Will be at the American nervous problems. For inforLegion Hall.
mation call 753-6333.

Monday,Aug. 10
Girl Scout Core meeting
will be held at 9:30 a.m. at
the Girl Scout cabin.
Registration packets will be
available.
Bazaar workshop will be
held at 7 p.m. in the Education Building of First Christian Church.

The Murray-Calloway County Girl Scout Core meeting
has been changed to the second Monday, Aug. 10, at 9:30
a.m. at the Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street in the
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Registration packets will be available at that time to reregister the troops. All leaders and persons interested in
being leaders are urged to attend, according to Patricia
Parrish, Core chairman.

Tuesday, Aug.1)
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women
will have a salad supper at
the church at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Alcoholics Anonymous will
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
end of the Livestock and Exposition Center.

By Abigail Van Buren

Senior Citizens
-

Nutrition Menus Listed
For Centers For The Week
The menus for the Nutrition Program for the Elderly
and Meals on Wheels were
released today for the week
of Aug. 10 to 14.
Meals are served at 12
noon at Douglas Center and
at 11:45 a.m. at Hazel
Center, Monday through Friday, and at 12 noon on Tuesday and Thursday at the
Ellis Center. Meals are also
sent out each day.

Productivity of Son's
Menus are as follows:
Monday — beef stew with
Partnership' Worries Parent5 extra carrots and tomatoes,

Tuesday — hot dogs,
vegetarian beans, sour
kraut, bun, butter, apple
sauce, milk,coffee or tea.
Wednesday — chicken cacciatore, egg plant parmesian, green beans, hot roll,
butter, fresh peaches, milk,
coffee or tea.
Thursday — breaded
turkey filet, squash and
tomatoes, cole saw, hot roll,
butter, banana, milk, coffee
or tea.
Friday — lasagna, mixed
vegetables, tossed salad
with thousand island dressing, garlic bread, butter,
chocolate brownie, raisins,
milk,coffee or tea.

DEAR ABBY: Our 26-year-old eon (I'll call him Tom) whole kernel corn, crackers,
came waltzing into our home one evening with his girlfriend butter, stewed prunes, milk,
Murray TOPS (take off (Gloria) on his arm, announcing to us that Gloria is three coffee or tea.
pounds sensibly) Club will months' pregnant! They've known each other barely six
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health months.
rIt oar* aelk-li elk-d
First of all, Tom is going to college full time and works
Center.
only part time, while Gloria has a full-time job as a waitress.
He can't even support himself, much less a family.
We are pleased to
Parents Anonymous will What floors us is they say they
have no plane to get
that Marannounce
meet at 6:30 p.m. For infor- married, now or after the baby comes! Gloria has
been
cia Edwards, bridemation call 759-1087 or 435- married twice before and isn't even fully divorced from her
Robby
elect of
last husband. She refers to our son as her "pal," her
4385.
"buddy" and her "best friend." No mention of love. They
Parrish has selected
her china and crystal
Group D of Beginning refer to their relationship as a "partnership."
Ladies Tennis of the Murray Tpir,sta
from our complete
a
renrliang
str 4717aup
d:
‘
ov s
t t'
at nstenntai etf
oorhtill:ebiteyr
Country Club is scheduled to —
bridal registry.
husband's last name, and Tom said he doesn't want the
play from 6 to 8 p.m. at the bah_y to have his last name either, so
Marcia and Robby
they will pick a name
club,
will be married Sept.
they both like. Have you ever heard of anything so crazy?
Abby, we brought this boy up right, and his attitude is
4th.
Senior Citizens Centers beyond us. We are able to help him financially, but he says
will be open as follows: he will not accept any kind of help from us.
Hazel and Douglas from 10 Is this a new trend among young people or what?
GRANDMOTHER-TO-BE
a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis from 10
.7534041 121 ev,paii
a.m. to 3 p.m.; Dexter at
DEAR GRANDMOTHER:If this lea new trend, I'm
9:30 a.m. Trinsportation to behind the times. If your son refuses any
1114—Pi 4.34
kind of help
Ellis may be provided by from you(at the moment),there is nothing you can do.
calling 753-0929 between 8:30 Write again in seven months and let me know if he
has had a change of heart. I'm betting he will,
to 9a.m.on Tuesday.

i
t

V

vi

Miss Kentucky Lake VacaHazel and Douglas Centers
tionland and Little Miss Kenwill be open from 10 a.m.to 2
tucky Lake Vacationland
p.m. for activities by the
Pageant will be held at the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Calvert City Jaycee Civic
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Central C Pt • 753 3314
Center at 7 p.m. with proDouglas at 12 noon.
ceeds to go to the Marshall
County School For Excep- American Legion Post No.
Lionel Children.
73 and Auxiliary are scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at the
.on
Bethel Cemetery at
Hall.
BUchuhhh1 ,Tu., will
county High
its homecoming at 10 a.m.
1981 Calloway
School annuals may be pick
Sunday,Aug.9
ed up in Room 106 of the high
Produced by the tairray-Calowey Co. Community Theatre
New Mt. Cannel Baptist school form 8 a.m. to 12
•• •
Murray Star Chapter No.
Church
noon.
will
have
its
annual
Imre
i•
the
oltimet•
433 Order of the Eastern Star
ultannia whossivre.
hornecomine._
DEAR ABBY: I am a 30-year-old college-educated man
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the with a
HARAiSON FORD
ladies
for
the
Reservations
good position, living alone and normal in every way.
Tenth annual homecoming
1ERI
lodge hall.
I would like to marry and have a family, but so far I haven't _
for former residents of day luncheon on Wednesday
Plus TEICITLN11-7110.171111
met anyone with the same standards and values I was.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Ow
mipealmiammen
TVA's Land Between the at the Murray Country Club
••••••1100•0 r
Men's
Prayer
Breakfast
of
with.
To
raised
explain:
I
believe
that
sex
is
sacred
and
Cecelia
with
made
Lakes will be held at the old should be
First United Methodistshould be saved for marriage, but I wouldn't rule out a girl
Fenton airstrip east of Eg- Brock, hostesses' chairman, Church will be at 7 a.m.
because she wasn't a virgin. (We all make mistakes.)
Titre Thur. $/13
When I date a girl, I treat her with respect. I'm no goodygner's Ferry Bridge on U. S. by today.
goody, and I'm not hung up. I'm affectionate-and outgoing
Highway 68.
and enjoy hugs and kisses as much as the next guy, but
that's as far as it goes.
Union Ridge Baptist
The problem is that after the second date,if! don't makes
Church at Aurora will have
J*30.31.'
Au• Iand Aug 6.7,11_
move on a girl to get her into bed, she asks me if!am gay or
celebration
its centennial
impotent.
OtrIONIm IWO gut
*duns WOO 111•••••• MOB
with activities planned
So, what's a decent guy who wants a decent girl supposed
011 PROW ORpre
CIRO. mem It II JO
throughout the day.
to do? It's just nbt my style to have sex with a girl I hardly
L•001•11 it Om Clity•*wry Pa.
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
Seim Mom.Rile
ea Ar•••• Clowl•
••••• Rater RIns ••••
know just to prove there's nothing wrong with me.
OA too.eat or 11••••KY
Reception for the Rev.
Pa.511•• ••••••1•
13
I'M OK
:00,9:00 :
.
un
Martin J. Mattingly who will
be leaving after 20 Years in DEAR DR. LAMB — I
was DI•rey
DEAR OK: My mail tells me that there are plenty of
Of course, our forefathers
Murray will be held from 2 to have been wondering for who subsisted on wild game young women out there who would consider you an
4 p.m. at the Parish Center, years why I never see any ate far less fat and were answer to their prayers. Keep locrking. Skip the
*
singles bars. They're not there. You'll find decent
St. Leo's Catholic Church, articles by doctors regard- healthier because of it.
*
people
in
decent
places doing healthy, worthwhile
*
North 12th and Payne ing the huge amounts of fat I know you will be interare forced to buy ested in reading The Health things like volunteer work. And don't laugh, but
*
Streets. The public is in- Americans
Chestnut St•753-3314
when purchasing beef and Letter number 8-12, Red when were you in church last?
*
vited.
chicken. In former times you Meats: Good and Bad, which
*
*
could buy a small frying I am sending you, as it
LATE SHOW FRI & SAT
Annual homecoming at chicken and it would have no discusses some of the points
*
*DUIT POIRTAIMIC4'
*
Chestnut Grove AME Chur- fat. Now there is very little
DEAR ABBY: I'm being married soon at a formal
are absolutely right
You
IS OR OVER OCT • 11 i 91*
*
meat
on
a
small
chicken
—
beef
in
difference
wedding. All the plans are going well, but there is one
about the
ch, Hazel, will be held.
it is mostly fat, skin and and poultry today compared roblerri I need help with.
bone. We used to consider to previous times. The same
My fiance's mother is a nice lady, but she smokes those
chicken breast as lean meat applies to pork. Before meat ong, thin, brown cigarettes that
look like cigars, and I can't
but no longer.
you raise.
magine her sitting at the bridal table puffing away on those
MURRAY
Fri. Thru Thurs.
This is a serious consider- Others who want this issue
DRIVE
ation even for doctors and can send 75 cents with a hinge. It looks so masculine.
IN
At 7:30
Sox Office
Since she's my fiance's mother, I think he should tell her
their families as they have long, stamped, selfto
do away with them for one day and smoke regular
to buy this fat meat. Why addressed envelope for it to
18:00-11:50
9:45 only
Joesn't the Food and Drug me, in care of this newspa- igarettes if she has to smoke at all.
He says I should tell her because he doesn't have the
Administration do some- per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Running from the post,
He never figured
thing about this serious City Station, New York, NY erve. Abby,if! tell her, I'm afraid it will start our marriage
n a sour note. How should we handle thilekituation?
problem — the way beef and
and backing into love.
he'd be living his
TROUBLED BRIDE
chickens are raised for the 10019.
own love songs.
public? I am certain it Incidentally, there have
would be better for our been some steps in the right DEAR BRIDE:I would let the lady smoke whatever
health if we were able to buy direction in changing the she's accustomed to smoking. Those who know her
rules for grading meat in will not be shocked, and let those who don't know her
lean meat rather than fat.
DEAR READER — Per- relation to fat content. draw their own conclusions. Please enjoy your
haps you have been reading There are things you can do wedding day. It's a time for joy and merrymaking,
the wrong articles. Many to minimize the fat intake. not a show for the public.
doctors have commented on And some cuts are leaner
*
Rt. 3
Hwy.94E.
*
• ••
this problem and I have dis- than others. The separable
*
*
is
a
good
of
round
steak
lean
cussed it several times in
*
*
this column. The American bench mark for a lean cut of Getting married? Whether you
1% miles from town
*
want a formal *
meat.
Heart
Association,
based
on
*
Ss"
'7;•-•-•))7.4.church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
Open Tues.-Sat. Evenings
scientific studies done by
*
DEAR DR. LAMB — I ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1
**
eXce,-ce._
plus a *
doctors, has recommended had aortoiliac atberos- bong,
*
Appointment
By
self-addressed,
stamped
(35
cents)
envelope
to:
that people use lean meats clerosis and lied to have sur*
*
Abby's Wedding Booklet,
and eliminate fat.
gery done a year ago. Could suite 5000, Hawthorne, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Calif.
90250.
WILLIE NELSON production became mecha- you please tell me how long
DYAN
nized with feed lots and bat- it takes to have approxitery fed poultry, birds and mately 80 percent blockage
AMY
a
beasts were more active on in the aortic artery? I had
the farm and developed plastic arteries put in the
0
more muscle. The meat was aorta down the middle of me
not as tender and was more and also in my right leg.
difficult to prepare in some How many days, weeks or
BOSTON (AP) —
Pastor, Beth Haven Baptist Church
First Feature Repeated Fri. & Sat.
ways, but it didn't overload years will it take for this to Youngsters whose growth is
Louisville, Kentucky
the diet with excessive fat. show 80 percent blockage?
slowed by diabetes may
DEAR READER — The develop normally if they
blockage you are asking
Roe & Joyce Of Mehl %whale
about is the deposit of fatty- - receive insulin through
Write Tee I.Set Acipmeissed With
cholesterol material in the _mechanical devices called
wall of the arteries. This is a Insulin pumps, a study.
Them Bering Their 1st Mews& Selo
highly variable process and shows.
depends upon a person's
The study, led by Dr.
blood pressure, diet, smok- William V. Tamborlane and
ing habits and inherited
characteristics. There is no done at Yale Medical School,
definite answer to your was published in the August
question. The grafts you are sixth issue of the New
asking about have been England Journal of
extremely successful. They Medicine.
can detour blood around a
The doctors used the
blocked artery.
diabetic pre
The !yet even becomes pumps on eight
who
ranged
tient&
in age_
your
like
just
cells
with
lined
aortic artery in time. You from-13 to 29. While on the
can help maintain your good pumps, their levels of
Seed Fri.-501.-See.
circulation by keeping your somatomedin, a
body
weight down and following a chemical that influences
Avg.14441
choyour
keep
to
iim
Nell sod Per Carrysets ••••
lesterol low and blood pres- growth,rose 70 percent.
The two Snzituigest patients,
sure low. Of course, you
••
.5. ••
•
should not smoke. These boys 13 and 14 years td,
••vi„
Hwy. 94
measures will help a lot. If began to grow rapidly. The
oo
you are able, sensible researchers were cautious
Bei Air Shopping Cantor norm,Ky.
exercise inch as walking is about attributing the change
also helpful ler many
lipoe Sea.-Thurs. 114 p.sa. Fri. & Sat 11-10 p.as.
solely to the pumps,
John Terry, Pastor
people.
however.
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Robert Blalock Joins
Insurance Agency

HUCK'S OPENING — A second Huck's in Murray, located at the corner of 13th
and Main Streets, opened for business Friday afternoon. It is the 93rd store in the
five-state chain. The 24-hour-a-day store features a wide variety of products and
sells self-serve regukar and unleaded gas. At the opening were (from left) Emily
Pouryadollah, Connie Mandrel!, manager Mary Ruth Riley and associate supervisor Jackie Tucker.

The owners of Holton,
Melugin & Haverstock Insurance Agency, Michael A.
Holton and Van Dusen
Haverstock, are pleased to
announce that Robert L.
Blalock has joined the firm
as an insurance sales
representative.
A native of Calloway CoUnty, Blalock is trained to
assist customers with auto,
home, commercial package
and farm insurance needs.
Formerly with Commonwealth Life Insurance,
Robert Blalock
Blalock attended the Murray
States and State Automobile.
State University school.
The insurance agency ofBlalock asks that anyone
fice is open from 7:30 a.m. to
with questions about in5 p.m. Monday through Frisurance needs call him at the
day.
206 Main St. office at 753-3415
or at home at 753-2935 day or
night.
Blalock and his wife Deena
have two children, Cammie
Blalock and Amy Scott.
One of the first computer
Blalock is the son of Robbie networks in the insurance inBlalock and the late Paul dustry which gives indepenBlalock.
dent agents direct access to
The Blalock family at- a company computer is in
tends Green Plain Church of operation at the Purdom and
Christ.
Thurman Agency, Inc., 407
Holton, Melugin & Maple Street, Murray.
Haverstock has served Murray and Calloway County
The electronic processing
since 1919. The local agency network that is now being usis associated with several in--edby the local multiple-line,
surance companies in- independent insurance ageneluding Aetna, Continental, cy is called the Agency InforHome, Travelers, American mation Management System

.411

•
•
Carolyn Rehmus, staff member and Billy P. Thurman of the Purdom and Thur.:
man Agency, Inc. of Murray uses the AIMS agency Terminal to communicate:
with the State Automobile Mutual Insurance Company Home Office at Colum- bus, Ohio.

Company Operates Computer

„

-
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Corporations Attend
Quality Week Clinic

Barnett's Body Shop

Barnett's In New Location
-,Barnett's Body Shop has
Moved to U.S. 641, two miles
iouth of G&Y Farm Equiprirnt, next to Green Plains
Clemetery.
Owned and operated by
ke Barnett, the body shop
located at 728 S. 4th St.
three years.

The shop,open from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m., does "all types of
body work on all makes and
models" of vehicles.
Barnett, who has 17 years
experience in the body shop
business, added that shop
hours can be made to "accommodate the public."

END BALDNESS PERMANENTLY
WITH COSMETIC SURGERY
Before

After

Looks completely natural and is permanent.

WE CAN ADD AS LITTLE OR AS
MUCH HAIR AS YOU WANT.
CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE
BROCHURES

JESSE'S HAIR
REPLACEMENT
507 Adorns St. Sturgis, KY 42459
Phone: 502-333-4819

Barnett also gives free
estimates on all jobs. The office phone numbers is 4928154 or 492-8155.
He and his wife Jan have
two children — Brian and
Kristin.

Fisher-Price
Receives Award
EAST AURORA, NY —
Fisher-Price Toys.. has
received Symbol. of Excellence Awards from Sears,
Roebuck and Company for
its excellence in merchandise and service during the
past year.
The awards, which
recognize both FisherPrice's plants and headquarters, were presented at
dinner ceremonies on July
29, at Marine Bank by
Wayne L. Goodyear, buyer
for Sears. Franklyn S.
Barry, Jr., Fisher-Price
president, received the
awards on behalf of the company.
The Excellence Symbols
annually are given to about 5
percent of Sear's nationwide
suppliers for contributions to
Sear's reputation for quality
merchandise. The awards
also recognize outstanding
service and initiative in
developing new and improved merchandise.
Fisher-Price has been supplying toys to Sears for over
40 years and the company
currently ranks among its
top 10 customers.
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In honor of Quality Week
in Kentucky, proclaimed by
Gov. John Y. Brown, a clinic
was recently organized and
conducted by the Jackson
Purchase Section at the
Mayfield Holiday Inn.
Thirteen corporations participated, creating a melting
pot of knowledge and experience and making the
clinic a resounding success.
The theme for the clinic was
"Quality Control - As a Production Tool."
Featured guest speakers
included Bill Harwood,
quality manager of Industrial Products Division of
General Tire and Rubber
Company, Batesville, Ark.,
who presented the concept of
"Quality Engineering in the
Production Process"; Paul

•
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•

•
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capability to better serve
and meet the insurance
needs of the people in this
area. The AIMS network
makes it possible for us to
provide markedly faster and
more prompt, efficient and
accurate service in policy issuance and the processing of
various other insurance
transactions. It definitely
puts us-a--step ahead-of-the
rest of the insurance industry," Billy Thurman
stated.

Key personnel associated
with the local insurance
agency have undergone an
extensive training program:
covering various aspects of:
the AIMS program. Those
clividuals are now equipped
with the skills needed to::
communicate with State::
Auto through the computer.
in regard to inquiries te
many different typeSand
enter both private passenger
automobile and homeowners
businesses.

*****************************
*
*
For all your Travel Reservations Call
*
*
*
*
*
*
*,
*

** Marjorie and Bill Major *:7S3-0880 ***
11
*
representing

*

•-• •••

THE FIRST TIME
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Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Willoughby, 1726 Melrose
St., Murray, have returned
from Nashville after attending the 39th National Convention of the Woodmen of
the World Life Insurance
Society, July 26-30.
Mr. Willoughby attended
the convention as Delegate
of the Society's Kentucky
Jurisdiction.
The Woodmen of the World
is a fraternal benefit society
founded 91 years ago in
Omaha, Neb. Today, the
Society provides more than
$6 billion of life insurance
protection on more than
900,000 members in 3,500
local lodges which feature
fraternal, social, civic and
patriotic activities. Elected
delegates from 29 jurisdictions of the Society convene
every four years to review
its fraternal and business affairs and report back to the
membership after the convention closes.
Speakers at the convention
were the Honorable Charles
0. Whitley, U.S. congressman from North
Carolina; Arley R. Bejella,
Minneapolis„ Minnesota,
chairman of the board and
chief executive office of the
Lutheran Brotherhood; and
„Mierson, chairman ut
the City Development Council in- Omaha, and retired
chairman of the board of
Guarantee Mutual Life Company.
Woodmen National President Nick T. Newberry made
his report to the delegates on
the progress and financial
status of the organization
during the past four years.
National directors were also

r.
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Aubrey Willoughby
elected and installed for
four-year terms.
The convention closed with
an audio/visual presentation
entitled, "Our Woodmen
Care Challenge," in which
Newberry outlined goals to
be accomplished prior to the
next national convention in
1985.

We've
got
The
Shield

ker,

Build an energyefficient new home.
Consider siting and landscaping. Add insulation,
vapor barriers, and insulated doors and windows.
Build it right the first time. You'll be money ahead.

For your

Life•Health
Home•Car•Farm
• Business
SHELTER INSURANCE
1011111D
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733-001
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Aubrey Willoughbys
Back From Convention
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Robinson, quality manager,
General Electric Aviation
Service Operations in Cincinatti, Ohio, who presented
a very informative analysis
of Quality Circles with
respect to their application
to American Industry; Dale
Hedges, chief of quality
verification branch from the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor facility at Oak Ridge,
Tenn., who gave a presentation on "Quality Audits and
How They Benefit Management"; and Gary Phillips,
assistant superintendent of
quality control of Cadillac
Motor Car Division, Detroit,
Mich. who presented
Cadillac's own concept: The
"Design Quality Index" and
how it works.

AIMS). The unique computer system has been
developed and put into
operation
by
State
Automobile Mutual Insurance Company of Columbus,Ohio.
Specialized electronic data
equipment has been placed
in the Purdom & Thurman
Agency, making it possible
for the local agency to request a new homeovmeer or
automobile insurance policy
one day and have it printed
in their office the following
day. The agency, via information screens on the computer terminal, can inquire
into premium payment
status and other pertinent
policy data for insureds;
communicate with State
Auto underwriters, and
enter automobile and
homeowners business directly into the company's computer system in Columbus.
-This special computer
network gives us the

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5312

Mar
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Thoughts_
In Season
By Kea Wen
It is traditional, even trite, to say
that tradition is important to us, that
we should preserve the values of our
personal and social past.
But traditional and conservative
are often taken to mean the same
thing and it is often assumed that one
cannot be both traditional and progressive at the same time. These
words from Walter Lippman, taken
from a speech delivered in 1940,
challenge that assumption:
What enables men to know more
than their ancestors is that they
start with a knowledge of what
their ancestors have already
learned...It Is tradition which brings them to the point where advanced experimentation is possible. This Is the meaning of tradition. This is why a society can be
progressive only lilt conserves
its tradition.

Presidential Politics
Keeps On Going
By DON McLEOD
AP Political Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — One thing
never stops: presidential politics.
President Reagan IS only six months into his term. He has just capped
one of the most spectacular starts
since Franklin Roosevelt,and yet people already are lining up to challenge
him in 1984.
Three years and three months
before the next presidential election,
the Federal Election Commission has
letters from 13 citizens claiming to be
:-: candidates.
:33,; Although their letters are filed
away, these claimants aren't official
.o.s.candidates yet, because'under a new
:D.::law it is harder for no-chance can• didates to gain that status.
A person has to raise and spend at
least $5,000 in quest of the White
House before the commission has to
recognize him as a candidate. Before
that law change, nearly 300 had
registered as candidates for the 1960
election.
Lyndon LaRouche, who founded the
U.S. Labor Party and ran as its candidate in 1976 and again in 1980,
already has announced for the 1984
nomination, although the FEC has not
received any official filing from him.
But the commission does have
serious presidential questions before
it at this eariy date. There are some
big name politicians who have taken
formal steps toward a crack at
Reagan in 1984.
Ruben Askew, former governor of
Florida and former President
Carter's trade negotiator, has asked

the FEC for a formal advisory opinion
on his tentative presidential bid.
The commission also has filings on
behalf of former Vice President
Walter F. Mondale and Sen. Edward
M. Kennedy, D-Mass., both pointing
toward '84 presidential bids although
neither is an official candidate.
Reagan is riding high now. The inflation rate that helped drive Carter
from office has fallen. Unemployment
remains high by historical standards
but at least no worse than under
Carter. The spiral in world oil prices
is abated at least for the moment. And
he has scored stunning political victories over the Democrats with his
budget and tax-cut bills.
But then Carter, too, had it good in
the beginning.
Meanwhile, there are those 13
Americans who want to be president
and have come right out and said so in
writing to the election commission:
Cesar Capa-Lopez, independent from
Miami; Robert Cotner, Democrat
from Bixby, Okla.; Gerald DeFelice,
Republican from New Haven, Conn.;
Maximus Englarius, Seattle independent; Nell Fiola, Burnsville, Minn.,
independent; James Glover,Garfield,
N.J., Democrat; Sammie Hayes Hart,
Tampa, Fla., Democrat; Gerard
Himmelman Sr., Cliff wood Beach,
N.J., Democrat; Wayne Lela,
Downers Grove. Ill_ independent;
Steve Livengood, Washington, D.C.,
Republican; George Muzyk,
Bethesda, Md., independent; Robert
Nevers, Stroughton, Mass., party
unknown; and Jarrett Trapnell,
Marion,ilL, party unknown.
•

Group Shelves
PVA Proposal
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
proposal to make property valuation
administrators appointive instead of
elective has been lost before the 1982
legislative session even begins.
A subcommittee decided Friday to
shelve the idea when state Revenue
Commissioner Robert Allphin raised
no objections.
In previous sessions, the idea got to
the bill stage, but never anywhere
else.
There was no enthusiasm for it
among legislatort.—
•'I'm not going to press it," Allphin
said after he spoke briefly to the subcommittee on property tax of the interim Joint Committee on Appropriations and Revenue.
The commissioner also said that the
state's PVA association at its summer
session apparently voted 66-0 against
the proposed change.
The proposal had been advocated as
one means of removing the local
PVAs from political pressures to keep
their assessments as low as possible
to avoid antagonizing potential
voters,
"It's awful hard to take this out of
.the political arena," Allen County
PVA Roger Pitchford commented to
the legislators.
Allphin indicated he does not feel
Pus agency has lost any ground in the
matter.
"If you read the (latest state)
Supreme Court decision, you'll find
Revehoe Department's authority
clearly delineated," he said. "I
:oubt if we could gain any more
::power if the PVAs were made appointive.'
That decision said the Revenue
Department has authority to order
PVAs to increase real estate valuations. It came after mores of counties
resisted the department's edict to do
so.
Although pronouncing himself
satisfied with the decision at the time,
.Allphin had called again for making
'the PVAs appointive.
• The subcommittee also heard
:thnother request from Rep. Joe
Alarke,.D-Danville, to do something
out House Bill 44 which in general
'restricts yearly tax rate increases to 4
'Percent on existing property. A taxing
district seeking more is subject to a
petition and referendum process
Clarke said local goverMINIKS need
the opportunity for new ifienue, in
light of President Reagkes spending
cuts and the financial squeeze on this
state.
He said, and other tax observers
agreed, that under FIB 44, many coinand cities don't even ask for the 4
t.
Clarke said that either the 4 percent
• gure should be modified or
eliminated altogether, leaving the

question up to citizens.
Clarke's view received no support
from colleagues, and Pitchford said
PVAs have found property owners
"adverse to any increase" in taxes.
Rep. Ramsey Morris, DHopkinsville, said one factor is missing among the complaints from local
governments and schools about their
growing inability to raise revenue.
"I haven't heard anyone complain
about the loss of services," he said.
-The governments are operating
more like businesses (by economizi1)."
Morriasaidthat whin citizens begin
crying out against loss of services,"I
guarantee you the tax rater will go
up"and HB 44 won't have to be changed at all.
Pile:Ilford said there is tremendous
confusion among Kentuckians about
the precise provisions of HB 44, including the PVAs.
"Leave it alone until more people
become educated about it and problems arise," Morris said.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Aug. 8, the 220th
day of 1981. There are 145 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Aug. 8, 1974, President Richard
Nixon announced his resignation,saying he was acting in the national interest in the wake of the Watergate
Miss Marion Page Belote, daughter scandal. He became the first U.S.
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack M. Belote, Mur- president to step down.
On this date:
ray, was married to Peter F.
In 1588, British sea forces under Sir
O'Rourke II, son of Mr. and Mrs.
O'Ftourke, Sr., New Brunswick, N. J., Francis Drake destroyed the Spanish
Armada in a battle off France.
on Aug.6.
In 1673, the Dutch recaptured New
Dick Brown was the Shrine chamand New Jersey from the
York
pion winner and Roy Cothran the
guest champion winner at the Murray British.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte sailed
Shrine Club Golf Tournament played
at the Calloway County Country Club. for St. Helena to spend the rest of his
life in exile.
And in 1968, Republican Presidental
nominee Richard Nixon picked Spiro
boy to Mr.and Mrs. Truman Beane. Agnew to be his running mate and
Mr. and Mrs:Jackie Byerly and pledged to end the Vietnam War.
children, Teresa, Janice, and Terry, Five years ago: Hurricane Belle
have returned from a vacation in the smashed across New York's Long
Great Smoky Mountains National Island with winds of 100 miles an hour.
One year ago: Hurricane Allen bore
Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone have been down on the Texas coast with high
the guests of their sons and families, winds and 20-foot waves that forced
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stone of St. the evacuation of tens of thou,ssmds of
LoiiiMo., and Mr. and Mrs. Albert people.
Lee Stone and daughter, Nancy, of Today's birthday: Former U.K.-ambassador Arthur Goldberg is 73
Kingsport,Tenn.
years old.
Thought for today: In order to have
good soldiers, a nation must always
and Mrs. William Keel on Aug. 1, a be at war. — Napoleon Bonaparte
boy to Mr. and Mrs. George Futrell on (1769-1821).
Aug. 1, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Stone on Aug. 2.
Miss Virginia Hay was guest
speaker at the meeting of the
Likewise, I say VI410 you there is
Fellowship Group of the First Chrisin the presence of the angels of
tian Church held at the home of Mrs. by
God over one sinner that repenteds.
W.J. Gibson.
Luke 15:10
Cherrie Gayle Parks is visiting Mr.
Make an angel happy today. Repent
Of your sin and take Christ as your
and Mrs. Harry Ray and Mr.and Mrs.
personal Saviour.
Joe Jones of Detroit, Mich.

IMMO You GroiWarTY*Ws OR.utat.youR

Ott:R(1MM, talialEVER CDPAES FIRST.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
John Mack Carter, editor and Lynn Grove will celebrate their 50th
publisher of the Ladies Home Journal wedding anniversary on Aug. 15 with
and a Murray native, spoke at the a reception at the Murray Woman's
commencement exercises at Murray Club House.
State University on Aug. 6. A total of
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
579 graduates received degrees.
Deaths reported include Earl and Mrs. Dan Billington, Aug. 4, a boy
Childress, 64, James T. Elliott, 54, to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Whitney, Aug.
Mrs. Katherine Diuguid Kirk, 85, and 5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cain,
Aug. 5, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Ruby Icie Todd, 77.
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch of Gary Youngblood,Aug.8.

20 Years Ago
W.R.Tappan, president of the Tappan Company, today announced the
appointment of Robert A. (Bob)
Wyman as general- manager of the
-Murray Manufacturing Company to
take the place of Verne Kyle who died
on Aug.2.
Deaths repotted include Mrs. Lillie
Crouse,76.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis will
speak on the pioposed plan of- the
Murray City Garbage Disposal

System at the meeting of the Murray
Lions Club tonight at the Martin's
Chapel Methodist Church.
Births repotted at the Murray
Hospitalinclude a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Elton Rogers, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Holland,a girl to Mr. and MM._
Rainey Elkins, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lee Phillips, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Van Siress, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Franklin Dowdy, and a

30'Years Ago
The Calloway County Circuit Court
met this morning at the Calloway
County Courthouse with Judge Ira D.
Smith presiding.
Chapter 50 of the Disabled
American Veterans will meet Aug. 9
at the 7:30 p.m. at the VFW Hall, according to Otis Cohoon, chapter com-

mander.
Seaman Apprentice Oliver C.
McLemore, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver C. McLemore, Sr., of Murray,
is serving aboard a heavy cruiser in
waters near Korea.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.

40 Years Ago
Officials elected in the Calloway. Regional Library Service of Murray
County Primary Election were Pink State College has become a part of the
G. Curd as representative; C. A. Hale Regional Library which serves
as county judge; Alvin H. Kopperud Graves, Marshall, and Calloway
as county attorney; Mary Russell Counties.
Williams as county court clerk; Carl
Marriages announced this week inB.-Kingins arsheriff; R. H. Lamb Br' clude Jane Melugitt to George D.
jailer; Dewey D. Crass as tax com- Henry, and Mary Moore Windsor to
missioner; Cecil Holland, L. N. James Madison Lassiter,both on Aug.
Moody, Alman Willoughby, B. H. Dix- 3.
on,G. P. Hughes, W.C. Robinson,and
Births reported this week include a
Wells Nix as magistrates; George boy to Mr.and Mrs. Napoleon Parker,
Hart as mayor; Hub Merrell as city a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gene Green, a
Judge; F. A. Stubblefield, Robert boy to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Crass, a
(Duck)Jones,T.Sledd,John Rowlett, girl to Mr. and Mrs. Max Beale, a girl
Forman H. Graham,and Jeff Farris, to Mr.and Mrs. Arvada Kenley,a girl
city councilmen.
to Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby, a
Deaths reported this week include boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Brewer, a
Ben F. Holifield,84,and Mrs. Charles boy to Mr. and Mrs. William Maddox,
P.Currier,Sr.
and a boy to George and Margaret
The work of clearing the reservoir Ruth Boaz.
area of the Tennessee River is now beHelen Hire, daughter of Dr. and
ing conducted by the TVA in Csilloway Mrs. Charles Hire and a graduate of
County between Newburg and Redden Murray Training School, will present
in Marshall County just north and her recital in violin on Aug. 15 at Mursouth of Eggner's Ferry.
ray State College where she is a
Chester Lee Paschall, Virgil Leon member of the band and orchestra.
Farris, and William Basil left this
Ray P. Monday is the dealer for
week for induction in the training Studebaker cars at his Super Service
camp. They are volunteers from Stationat North Fourth and Chestnut
Calloway County.
Streets.
Library service to Calloway County
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
has at last become a reality. The "Moon Over Miami" starring Don
Calioway County Library Board Ameche, Betty Grable, and Robert
through an agreement with the Cummhigs.

Bible Thought

Echoes From The Past By Judy Maui)

History Of Marshall Count
This week we are continuing the
short histories of the counties in the
Jackson Purchase.

many Kentuckians, but in those days,
there were no other places to gather
with friends, no other forms of entertainment
to compete with religion. As
Marshall County was named for
Chief Justice John Marshall, who Battle and Perrin noted,"No class of
served on the United States Supreme people appreciate more fully the
Court many years ago. The boun- preached word than the early settlers
daries of the county are: the Ten- of a country."
Those were the days of the circuit
nessee River(now Kentucky Lake)on
the north and east; Calloway County rider, when ministers spent most of
on the south, and parts of Graves and their time on horseback, riding from
one tiny settlement to another,
McCracken County on the west.
holding meetings in homes and churAs we noted last week, Marshall ches whenever they could get there,
County was originally the northern be it Sunday or not. Among
these earhalf of Calloway County, until it was ly preachers were Henry Darnall, Abdivided in June, 1842. From that time salom Copeland, James Bell, and
on, it has been autonomous. Marshall Hugh and Ambrose Gilbert. Morgan
County covers an area of 328 square Williams was another early preacher
miles, or 209,920 acres.
at Wadesboro.
As with Calloway County, its main
Benton was decided upon for the
waterways are the branches of the county seat of Marshall County and
Clarks' River, although in Marshall the first structure to be built on the
County there are three: East, West court square was a log jail, followed
and Middle. Jonathan Creek
is by a log courthouse built about 1843,
another stream flowing through the built by Francis Clayton. The town
county, but since the formation of was named for Senator Thomas Hart
Kentucky Lake in 1941, it is similar to Benton of Missouri.
Elected as officials in the Calloway
Births reported this week include a Blood River in Calloway County,
During the Civil War, Marshall
County Primary Election were T. 0. boy to Mr. ancLMrs. Larry Depp on because it now is an arm of Kentucky
County had sons on both sides of the
Turner, state senator; Lee Clark, Aug.3.
•-•.
- Lake.
conflict, although it, like the rest of
state representative; E. J. Beale, Dr.
C. L. Jordan of Browns Grove,
There seems to be a bit of uncertain- the Jackson Purchase,leaned heavily
W. H. Graves, J. T. Wallis, R. P. former sheriff of Calloway County, ty about when the first settlers came
toward the Southern Cause. Two ConHolland,H.E. Elliott, H. C. Broach, J. has reported a yield of 410 bushels of to Marshall County. The first permafederate companies of the Third KenD. Farmer, and J. W. Strader, city wheatfrom 10 acres of his farm.
nent settlement was on Wade's Creek, tucky Infantry were organized there,
councilmen.
--Dr. George Roberts of the Universi- about a mile north of Wadesboro, in
one led by Alfred Johnston and one by
Deaths reported this week include ty of Kentucky was the principal
1819, by James Stewart. Another ear- Crittenden Edwards.
Joshua Falwell, 74, and Solon L. speaker at the Lynn Grove School ly settler was Isaac Johnson who
These companies served throughout
Palmer.
auditorium at the conclusion of the came from Eddyville about the same
the war, playing an active part in the
Showers throughout Calloway Coun- tobacco tour conducted Aug. 5 by time as Stewart.
—
Battle of Shiloh. No mention was
ty all this week have had the effect of County Agent C.0. Dickey.
James Brien came to Marshall made of any skirmishes,4 major or
a general rain with all parts of the
Dr. D. F. McConnell of Fort Worth, County a year or two later and set up
minor, taking part within the bouncounty getting wonderful benefits to Texas, will speak at a union service of his trade of blacksmith in the new
daries of the county itself.
the First Methodist and First Chris- county, then Calloway. He founded
every crop.
Some of the settlements within MarThe 1932 automobile license tags tian Churches on Aug. 9 at the Chris- the town of Briensburg.
— shall County are (or were) Birmmtt
"
"have been received from the state by tian Church.
- -Evidently the first, or at least one dringbein,(now eatiact,
-Knee
Mrs. Mary Neale, Calloway County
J. H. Churchill, Murray funeral the earliest religious groups in the
mation of Kentucky Lake),
Court Clerk.
director,.has just placed in service county was begun by Reverend Henry
Briensburg, Calvert City, the GilbertSinking Spring Baptist Church will anew modern ambulance.
Darnall, who came from Caldwell sville. It has been
an active county in
have its 100th anniversary celebration
Jones Drug Company is the only County about 1820 and founded the
ti since its early days and is no7
on Aug. 15. This is the oldest church ifr• authorizetts‘ditil bOok depository in Soldier Creek Baptist Church in a lit- the site of much
industry. especially ,
Calloway County and several hundred Murray, according to the firm's ad tle log cabin.
at
City.
Calvert
(...i
persons are expected to attend the this week.
In the early days of the Jackson •
Next week,we will take a look atthe .4
celebration. J. J. Gough will call the
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is Purchase, the church played a very
roll and N. S. Castleberry will be in "The Vice Squad" starring Paul prominent role in the settlers' lives. early days iiir Graves Conn*, '
County's neighbor
charge of theaervices.
lokaesail Kay Francia.
This___
ia true
_ Irrill today in the llves of '.vest.
•
to the a
. •
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Newspaper Thrives On 'Democracy'

Your Individual
Horoscope

3 3,

Frames brain

assk

Top-ratea pieces got the
By KATY BUcHANAN
nod for publication.
Associated Press Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) —
Founder Larry Evans, his
One recent summer night, a wife, Leslie, and what they
group of 20 laborers, affectionately call a "strong
housewives and retirees core" of friends and supclustered in a tiny North Side porters, boast that the
house, the staff of that Herald is the only
month's edition of a democratically
run
homespun city paper bear- newspaper in the country.
ing the unlikely name of the
Democracy is dear to the
young couple — the Herald
Mill Hunk Herald.
Their task was to review even sponsors a women's
each of 85 articles, stories softball team whose players
and letters. Every person in vote on their starting lineup
the group had written at — and it was Evans' fervor
least one of the items under for majority rule that helped
scrutiny. On the back of each get the Mill Hunk started.
We think it's an example
piece, they scrawled cornsnents and a numerical of how the future is going to
rating between 1 and 5, with roll. There's got to be a more
1 indicating top-quality stuff. democratic way of express-

mg how things go into the
magazines," said the tan,
blond steelworker who
regularly punches a clock at
U.S. Steel's mill in the city's
Homestead section.
The tiny paper (circulanon 5,000i is a freestyle collection of blue-collar com—
mentary — mostly pro-little
guy and anti-big companies
and government.
An example:
"...Whatever happened...?
Our unions, just like politics,
have become corrupt with
hand-picked men that are
only personal friends of our
top union officials. Now who
do we have to represent us?
No one."
There is also poetry:

"amt. shot bout Camaro —
but shor bout taday
"gonna meet my gal in
phille — goin back ta pittsberg p-a
...1 wuz born in dat distric
— da one calldda hill
"wen yore born in dat
distnc — da nex stops da
mill"
"We won't go and revise
somebody's work," Evans
said. "If somebody has
something to say, we want
them to say it in the
language they know best. We
try to keep the free spirit of
the writer."
That goes for humor,too.
"One of the things that
characterizes the Herald is
that it has a sense of humor.

Satire goes over real well,"
said Mrs. Evans.
The seed for the Herald
sprouted first with The
Union
Coupler,
a
mimeographed news sheet
started in 1977 by Evans and
several others at the McConw ay Torley mill here.
Evans said they were
unhappy with the mill's
union paper, which he
described as "full of
obituaries and bowling
scores."
"We'd sit in the bar
sometimes before the midnight shift, and I'd write as
they talked. I'd read it back
to them and say 'Is that OK?'
and that'd be their article,"
Evans recalled.

AQUARIUS
8°1311P1°
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 11)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
What Idad (MY
annoy- Talk with higher-ups about Common sense is your ally.
Eow be? Ts fkad est whet tile raises and new
projesta. In- Your social life is mentally
srs sal, reed dle forecast came
stimulating. Be careful in
should
improve,
but
given for your birth 81ga.
avoid extravagance. Try to financial dealings with others.
Watch spending.
save more money now.
ARIES
PISCES
SAGITIARIUS
(Mar.11 toApr. 19) grA4 (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
)
Begin new career projects
Rapport with dose friends Make plans for a
vacation now.
Your judgment is good,
makes for happiness. trip. Handle superiors with
Travelers meet with tack and tact. Make your views known and you'll be able to sell both
good times Religious services at dub meetings.4oeas up for yourself and your product
Reach for the top.
prove inspiring.
your beliefs.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
(API% toMaY 20) tir
itfi (Dec. 22toJan. 19) XIJ individualist whose best sucPut new wort ideas in !no- Now's the time to get %in- cess comes with the developtim Good news regarding finished tasks out of the way. ment of a social confinances. EroPloYrnent oPPor- Clear up old projects and sciousness. You're attracted
tunities arise- Others support make ready for the new. to reform movements and
would make a good leader for
your efforts.
E.S.P. worksfor you.
any cause you espouse.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll meet with romance
and good times. Lovers
Open Daily 9-9
strengthen their bonds of afSundays 12-6
fection. Chikiren are a source
Our firm intention is to have every
heed 4ern in Slack on our shelves. N
of great happiness.
&Overused dem is not avalstAill 101 PurCANCER
chase clue to any unforeseen reason.
K mart will .ssue a Rain Check on request
(June 21 to July 721 6
(
1
for the merchandise (one item or reasonFamily get-togethers are
able family quantity) to be purchased al the
sale pnce whenever available or will sell
happily highlighted. Work
you a comparable quality item at a compa
goes smoothly. Apartmentrabie reduction tri pace
hunters meet with luck_ Enjoy
domestic bliss.
LEO
WE
(July 23to Aug. 72) ittfigt
HONOR ,
Recreational activities are
enjoyable. Act on creative
ideas. Go someplace special
with a loved one. Singles meet
with romance.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22) WP%.
Shopping trips are favored
now. Discuss your thoughts
about new domestic purchases
with the family. Your home
life is happy.
tWo-piece dresses.
LDIRA
One- and
(Sept.73 to Oct.72)
colors and
Picnics, outings to the beach
Choice of styles.
and travel to other places of
fabrics. Sizes 4-14.
T
v
ialo
pO
amusement should be envie.
agenda. Capitalise an powers
Fs_ ,J3i POLAROID
i 11
of self-expression.
Oil! INCS;:17RAfr IL
:171
SCORPIO
%=,,,,ms
(Oct.23to Nov.21) ni/e1P
Hidden benefactors help
,j1111:1111.3114 ok.
out Keep financial plans
uncle: wraps. Surprise someone dear with a gift Your
inner confidence grows.
SAGITTARIUS
aitilp
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) "
Accept invitations. You're
popular now and should have a
good time in the company el
friends and lovedInas.Be the
life of the party.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22to Jan. 19) 1
00
Twin-pack film develops tade-reslstant,
Solid-state TV operates on house curHandsome 13/
1
2x491/2- door mirror
Do further work on a career
beautiful colored pictures in 1 minute.
rent or 12-V carbattery. Stable picwith walnut-look frame gives you fullproject Luck is with you now
Twin Pack,Focar RashBar H...2.97
ture and outstanding reception.
length look in a compact size. Save.
and you'll mike a good im•Total 01 20 noshes
Our 1.26
pression an the world at large.
Participate!
AQUARIUS
Exterior
(Jan.20 to Feb.18)
rpios
r
Enjoy cultural pursuits.
ri
Travel leads to new friendCh
!
1
ships and happy tunes. News
/c.lo
i
colors. Save.
train a distance is favorable.
While
Social life is fun!
PISCES
Quantities
(Feb.19 to Mar. 20)
You'll get backing from
others for important projects.
It's a good time to seek favors.
Career and money prospects
hnprove.
Our Rea. 87C
YOU HORN TODAY are
quite ambitious and artisticalOur 1.47 Pkg.
ly talented. You'd make a fine
6-pr.
For
3 Days Only
public servant, for you're
Only
E99
1 Pkg.
naturally interested in world
Fiddle
Faddles
Snack
Nylon
Portabl
20"
Sheer
e Box Fan
Capri* Family Napkins
Propane Cylinder
problems and in helping
Clusters of popcorn with
Knee-hl Hose
3-speed fan with plastic
140, 1-ply, 13x12/
1
4" napkins in
Propane gas for use with
others. Do not let the need for
peanuts in a yummy glaze
blades, safety guards
Suntone or
white or colors. Save now.
propane torches. 14.1 oz ea.
financial security cause you to
•Net wt
Misttone
stifle the development of your
shades.
individuality. You're atSuper Odor Killer,
.Nude. heel.
Powder Room Or
tracted to group endeavors
-11
Fit 8 1/2
Bedroom Bouquet
and often serve in a leadership
capacity. Art, literature,
education and the theater
would also appeal to you. You
like to be on the move and
would enjoy wort that allows
TOILET
'or travel.
BOWL CLEANER
..te.g21W1031 r
Vidal Sassoon shamFOR MON ,AUGUST ii, 1981
poo or finishing rinse,
1 38
ARMS
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) TA
This is a good time to present your views to others.
Meetings with agents and adMade from polo
For
" Koda
visers go well. Utilize creative
oldor
Benue!'
Vanish"
Toilet
le
in
:
r
stont
imagination.
Bowl Cleans)! Air Deodorizer
and 4.1yPictures,
TAURUS
In-tank Bowl Cleaner
Disinfects. reHousehold solsize
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Snapshots
deodorizes toilet
Cleans.
moves
stains
freshenid
air
New domestic plans should
bowl
to
up
8 weeks. 7/
1
2-oz..
OR
wt.
48wt
net.
oz.
net
er
6
-oz.
work out well. Make credit applications. Be considerate in
dealing with children and loved ones.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Don't be too emotional in
talks with others and you'll be
SIM
NIG.
SALA
able to straighten out past pro1178t13 34.11 '27
blems. Communications im— NAOS 15.11 '55
prove now.
B7ada___34.4w, tie
CANCER
09814
19.1111 $14
(June 21 to July 72) 484
0
frihr14',U.N. - 437
-tiorkeoll 3 Meal& free
You'll make headway on the
Sopleremoor,
;mu_ 43.1la in
SERVICES INCLUDE
job, but co-workers need tactprem.. Adtmermere
Replace
1
broke
front
579814
ful handling. Intuition and
45.49 $411
Ireorree,"
logic combine favorably for
'1171kil 44,Ss '423 Inspect calipers
your success.
119.214 47A9 $42
4 Refill hydrcuac system
LEO
5 Repack inner and
575815 411.0 *43
outer bearings
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 412fg
'VW§ $5.86
0 Inspect front grease
Creative types will be
seals
7 =moster
especially productive. Your
ideas influence others.
Inapect rear larsinps for
wear (additional cost
Romance is favored, but cut
N repairs on rear
brakes Ore rleerier*
down on excess spending.
Our Reg. 3.47
VIRGO
laslallad
(Aug. 23to Sept422) IP
Our NM
In making new domestic
Price
With Exchange
plans, take into account the
shes of other family
All Tires Plus F.E.T. EO.
For 29'4#
members. Research and
Auto Seat Cushion
creative work are favored.
litstallod Shooks
60-mo.lialtary
Mounting Included • No Trade-In Required
Woven model with inner- spring
LIBRA
Heavy-duty model
For many U.S. cart
Front-end
Alignment
.111
, Saar Price
construction. Color choice
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 72)
, for many U.S. cars
and light *191;991.,,
Many ki.S. Cots - .05
- Make important phone
lkar•"I
calls. If you don't fret about
imagined slights, or take
things personally, you'll preS Hnlswty hi
-'sent your ideas effectively.
MR Susi., AUGUST I. 1981
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Peace Of Mind
It is there. Hidden, hard to
reach,elusive, difficult - yes,
these and other similar
terms all apply with marked
appropriateness to the common goal of the uncommon
many who often seek it. Yet
know with certain conviction
that it does exist, that it will
continue to exist, and that it
can be reached. It is there.
Logic will rapidly reduce
the opening riddle to the central key question concerning
the magic word. What is it?
That two letter 'word has
often been acknowledged to
be the largest in the modern
language we use but for our
purposes to day it becomes a
definite term for a very real
objective.

inner satisfaction that has
become definitely difficult to
find in these most modern of
times. The glittering god of
success has gobbled us. The
soap opera drama of life has
become so common that the
man or woman leading a
normal life feels uncommon.
We have become so busy
that we like the dog chasing
its tail, are in for painful
shock if we ever do catch up!
Pressure is a product of our
the
From
society.
kindergarten to the nursing
home its subtle poison is injected daily without fail. In a
sense we know too much.
The entire problems of the
world enter our living rooms
regularly.
Small wonder that more
It - is peace of mind.
and more of us are looking
This is the ultimate, if not
for relief.
always stated, goal of many
four wheeling adventures.
Four wheeling is but one
The excitement; the ever small segment of the vast
present challenge; the occa- whole. But ft serves to Ilsional real danger; the fre- lustrate the other as well.
quent difficulty - all of these There is a fundamental concommon fringe guests on the viction buried somewhere
four wheeling adventure are deep in the confusion of this
secondary to the real aim of civilization which has refusthe journey:Four wheeling ed to be forgotten. It cries
in its truest state of the art is out there was something
little more than escapism. good going on when this
An attempt to go beyond, to country was first formed. It
get away, to reach out for an makes_ a clear call for

When you go to asking
questions to yourself then
the peed to think gets involved. Our everyday lives are
not normally in a state of affair that promotes serious
thinking. Serious thinking
takes time, and solitude.
Both of which are strangers
to the modern life.
Peace of mind is the prerequisite for serious thinking.
Finding it is not easy and
what works for one fellow
may not work for another.
Fourwheeling has been a
pretty good source of help at
our place. It may not be at
yours. Whatever you come
up with-it needs to be
something that will remove
you from everyday life.
Dynamite works but reentry
is out of the question, and
you might waot to come
back.
When you get on the top of
your hill and have managed
to put
of the way
for the moment the
discovery will come soon
that answers are not quick.
Questions are always easy.
Its the answers that come
hard.
There are four views from
the top of a hill. You can look
back where you came from.
You can look forward to

where you think you want to
go and hope to reach. You
can look down where you
are. Or you can look up.
If you find your life is running short on meaning,
which is really the only
substance that can bring
true peace of mind-the
fourth view may get to be a
habit. It is there.
another look at the basics.
What was the foundation?
What did those pioneer folk
of long ago discover that led
to greatness? What were the
bricks that built those lives?
And along with this comes
always the fear that most
ask were they really any
more happy than we are today. Common sense says
that when you take mama
away from the dishwasher,
telephone,
microwave,
television,clothes dryer,and
indoor John she could hardly
be gloriously thrilled chopping wood and packing water
and wading thru the sntriv to
the you know what.
Yet few of us will admit
that we are truly satisfied.
The large majority pleads
unhappy. And the sneaky
feeling is growing that things
are not as good as they used
to be and maybe could get a
whole lot worse.

---talte-By-LakeRionsiewn
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— Most fishermen around
Kentucky are confining their
angling activity to early
mornings, late afternoons
and evenings. The rundown,
as reported by fish and
wildlife conservation officers:
Kentucky — White bass
fair in the jumps; sauger
slow trolling over submerged ridge tops; catfish good,
sauger fair in tailwaters;
dear, stable at summer
pool,81 degrees.
Barkley — Bluegill fair
still fishing worms or
crickets along shallow
banks; catfish fair over
channel dropoffs and off
shallow banks; catfish fair
in tailwaters; clear, stable
at pool,87 degrees.
Barren — Black bass fair
early and late on bottombouncing jigs; white bass
slow in the jumps; clear,
stable at 1 foot above pool,86

degrees.
degrees.
Cumberland — Crappie
Nolin — Bluegill fair along
shoreline cover; black bass fair drift fishing in deep
fair on spinner baits and coves and still fishing over
plastic worms off points; submerged cover 20-25 feet
clear, stable at pool, 85 deep; walleye slow in lower
lake trolling deep runners
degrees.
Rough River — Crappie across shallow gravel
fair, but small, night fishing points; in tallwaters, trout
off deep banks; bluegill slow excellent; clear to murky to
along shoreline cover; dear, muddy, falling 16 feet below
the timberline,83 degrees.
stable at pool,88 degrees.
Dale Hollow — Black bass
Herrington — Black bass fair at night casting plastic
fair to good fishing the worms and jigs off deep
jumps early and late and banks and around weed
casting plastic worms off beds; bluegill fair along
steep points at night; deep banks and in deep
bluegill fair drift fishing coves; clear, stable at norworms and crickets along mal pool,87 degrees.
steep banks; hybrid rockfish
Laurel — Trout fair night
good casting spoons and fishing off steep banks;
fishing the jumps near the bluegill fair along shoreline
dam; clear, stable at sumcover; clear,fawling slowly,
mer pool and 85 degrees.
Green — Bluegill fair off_ steep banks; crappie slow
over submerged cover;
clear, stable at pool, 85

6 feet below power pool, 83
degrees.
Cave Run — Crappie slow
over submerged cover;
clear, stable at pool, 83
degrees.
Buckhorn — Crappie slow
over submerged cover;
bluegill slow along steep
banks; clear to murky,
stable at pool,86 degrees.
Grayson — White bass fair
in the jumps early and late in
the day; crappie slow over
submerged cover 10-12 feet
deep; clear,stable at pool,82
degrees.
Dewey — Bluegill slow off
steep banks; clear to murky,
stable at pool,84 degrees.
Fistitrap — Crappie slow
over submerged cover;
clear, stable at pool, 84
degrees.

.\•OU LOSE A LOT WHEN
YOU LOSE A FOREST
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Even a duck is
out of luck during a
forest fire.

,:ota

Wildflo'wers and
wildfires don't mix.

Fishing is like the
weather. Everybody complains about it, but nobody
does anything to change it.
When summer bears down in
full force we get engrossed in
the dog days snydrome, and
there's a general assumption
that fish won't bite since the
water is hot.
Nothing could be further
from the truth. Fish bite in
the summer. They just don't
bite in the same locations
they do in spring when most
anglers try their luck. It's a
simple matter of residence.
Fish have spring homes,and
they have summer homes.
Find those summer homes
and you can load the boat.
• That's
what Carl
Hamilton, Bob Burroughs
and Irvin Mardis set out to
"Jost Wit ewe sere Moo," Inrio Ilionilivegoo 4
Is eafftsk Is Suttee:4 Lake. Man ;
do - on a mini-scale.
folio catfish sod crappie from
die,
Carl
Ilmalltee
%groom*
(bosligrousil)
sod
SA
Thunderstorms had delayed
fin old Toosoosoo liver cloastel hooks through sommor's hot mootiks.
our venture onto Kentucky
(nets by Wads Seem)
Lake, and by the time we
headed out of Jonathan
Creek toward the old TenMardis preferred tackle nightdrawler right back to provide for a big fry. Most Or
nessee River channel it was
with a little more strength. the bottom rad soon came-up-- the fish were small, and
closer to supperthan lunch.
We were going after cat- He fished with bassin' gear with another cat, this one a there were Hamilton's crappie thrown In. But I prefil
fish. I've got a magazine and 17 pound test line. Both keeper.
Carl Hamilton started cat- the smaller catfish. Filleted
assignment to do a catfish anglers baited one line with
story, and I'd checked with minnows and the other with ching catfish. Bob Bur- and cooked in bubbling
roughs started catching cat- grease, it's fare fit for the
Bob Tyree at Lakeside nightcrawlers.
"Catfishing is similar to fish. Irvin Mardis continued Prince and Lady Di.
Marina to see if he had any
The point is this. If yolif
main characters in mind. crappie fishing," Carl to score. "Boy, they're real"Catfishing's great right Hamilton said. "The catfish ly in here," Hamilton said. fishing has been slow, d6
now," Tyree had told me. will be right on the bottom, "This is typical of what you something about IL Get on(
"They're concentrated out and they'll be found along can do throughout the sum- on the old river dropoff, use
on the old channel. You brushy ciropoffs where they mer. And where you-find the a depthfinder to pinpoint
shouldn't have any trouble come in to feed."
little ones, there should be your location, find some
stumps or brush in 15-25 feet
"And- a catfish is a lazy some bigwigs."
catching all the fish and getof water, ---fard— fish
ting the pictures you ilea"' feeder," Irvin Mardis chimThe trio worked its ways nightcrawlers right on botWe made arrangements, but ed in. "It won't chase bait
we hadn't counted on the like some of your gamefish for two hours. We caught the tom on a 2 ought steel hook.
will. It'll lay next to or in the edge of a hard rainshower. If you don't find fish in the
storms.
When I got to Lakeside I cover and wait for The wind started blowhw as first spot, move along
drive until you get some
found Hamilton, Mardis and something appetizing to the &a*cleirect
the only thing that stopped action. Or better yet, hire IrBurroughs waiting. Carl swim by."
That "something appetiz- the catfishing was when we vin Mardis or Bob BurHamilton is a livestock
dealer,and he also owns part ing" covers a lot of ground. ran out of worms. The fish roughs to show you how it's
interest in Sportsman's Catfish will eat almost would strike occasionally at done. People pay tennis andm
Lodge on Jonathan Creek. anything, and the list of minnows or shrimp, but they golf pros for lessons. These
But he's best known locally favorite catfish baits is a definitely preferred the guys are fishing pros, and..
you'll come away from this,,,
for his ability to mine Ken- long one. Worms, crayfish, crawlers.
We headed back in to lesson with a sack full of,;
tucky Lake for crappie. Mar- crickets, bream, shiners,
dis and Burroughs are shad, dog food, catalpa Lakeside with enough fish to fillets.
,s
guides at Lakeside, men who worms (turned inside out),
make their livings knowing stink bait, chicken livers,
the lake's secrets and mak- shrimp (best in the spring).
ing them yield dividends for gills, guts,goo.
Action was slow when we
angler-clients. When I saw
my catfishing party,!knew I started, but Carl Hamilton
applied his crappie techniwas in good hands.
The plan was simple. que. He started moving his
Hamilton and Mardis would boat slowly up the dropoff,
do the fishing. I would ride in working his minnows and
Burroughs' boat, and we'd nightcrawlers in 15-25 feet of
"Headin' Out" is the title and propane lanterns,stoves'a
stay close by to photograph water. And he caught crap- of the cover illustration on and catalytic heaters; a bed'
pie! Several of them.
the action.
the Coleman Outing Pro- tery powered lantern antis
Then Irvin Mardis went to ducts 1981 catalog. The fami- also included, along with accob
Carl Hamilton piloted his
bass boat straight to the old work. "That's a catfish ly is packed to go camping cessory items like the Col-Pe
river, and he checked the bite," he said. His rod tip with a sample of the Col- eman fuel filler, improved •
dropoff with his depthfinder. had jerked erratically, eman outdoor equipment griddle and lantern cases.
He then switched off the big which is characteristic of the that's shown inside this 24 (Tents, sleeping bags and
motor, moved to the forward way that a cat takes a bait. page four-color catalog.
other accessory items are in
seat, and the quest was Irvin picked up the rod
Lunch Pak, Super Oscar the separate canvas prowithout putting any new ten- and a new 8/
begun.
1
2 gallon Poly- ducts catalog published by
Both men fished two poles. sion on the line, waited for Lite cooler are products that Coleman.)
se,
Hamilton fished his ever- another lick and then set the will be found in the catalog,
copy
of
the',,
To obtain a
present Dutch Owen crappie hook. The battle was on, but along with the complete Outing Products Catalog at
pole and a standard bass rod It was definitely one-sided. Snow-Lite and Poly-Lite no charge, write to The COW,'
and reel. The Owen pole The catfish popped right to coolers that range in size eman Company, Inc., 250 No'
looks too flimsy to handle big the top, and it wasn't much from 2to 20 gallons.
St. Francis, Wichita, Kansas"
catfish, but earlier this year bigger than a banana.
Beverage jugs; gasoline 67201.
That didn't throw Mardis.
Hamilton landed a 35 pound
i;
He rebaited, dropped his
catfish with it.
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Fins & Fecithers
Eaglets Released To
Fly At Reelfoot Lake
1.11PTONVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — The revival of Tennessee as a southern nesting
area for the American bald
eagle is riding on the wings
of three northern-born
eaglets today.
Brought to Tennessee
several weeks ago, the
eaglets were to be hacked —
or released to fly — at
Reelfoot Lake today.
"The idea is that they will
come back and nest in the
same general area where
they were hacked," biologist
Don Miller of the Tennessee
Wildlife Resources Agency
sAid Wednesday.
,.Until 20 years ago, northwest Tennessee, and particularly the area around
Reelfoot Lake, was the yearround home of the American
bald eagle. Then pesticides,
which drained off cultivated
land into streams, began
contaminating fish, the
eagles' main food supply.
The pesticides also interfered with the birds'
breeding and made the eggs
that were produced too
fragile to survive incubatica
Miller said the last pair
eagles observed nesting in
Tennessee was in the early
1960s. Eagles still fly to
Reelfoot Lake each winter to
escape the cold•of Minnesota
and Wisconsin and to look for
food, but the majestic birds
return north each spring to
lay eggs and to hatch their
young.
The re-location experiment began last year, when
officials of the TVIRA and
the Tennessee Valley

Authority raised two eaglets
in a tower near Kentucky
Lake. The pair are still in the
area, but wildlife officials
said it will be four years
before the birds are old
enough to nest.
The three Reelfoot Lake
eaglets — two from Minnesota and one from Wisconsin — were brought in six
weeks ago and were placed
in a man-made nest atop a
45-foot-pole in a remote corner of Reelfoot Lake State
Park.
Miller said the birds now
weigh about nine pounds
apiece and are ready to fly.
Small radio transmitters
have been attached to the
birds' tailfeathers so wildlife
officials can monitor the
birds.
"We want to keep track of
them for a while," Miller
said. "The first two or three
days are critical...If they
land in a marshy area, they
may not be able to get up
again and a predator may
get them.
"If they get stuck, we'll go
get them and put them up in
e nest again so they can

fishing line

black spinners I was workThe water temperature on
ing a rebel worm through a
both Barkley and Kentucky
fallen treetop. I felt a light
Lakes remains in the high
tap and quickly handed the
110's, but, this is normal for
rod to Donna. She set the
late summer. What isn't norhook and the treetop explodmal is the rate at which the
ed as a mad largemouth bass
lake levels are being dropcame roaring out of it.
ped. If you haven't been out
Everything went according
in a week or so, be careful
to plan and we were able to
about where you go or you
net the fish after a good hard
just might run aground or
fight.
smack a stump.
This was Donna's very
The number one and two
first bass and it tipped the
fish right now would have to
scales at an even four
be the white striped bass and
pounds!
the sauger. They seem to be
Sunday was almost a carthe least affected by the
copy of Saturday except
bon
heavy currents we have now. parents a while I could see
weight of the fish.
total
for
Don't get me wrong, a why. Very nice likeable folks
We didn't keep but sixty five
strong current in these lakes and they really do love to
pounds since the fish had
makes a big difference in all fish.
moved because of so much
types of fishing but if some
Little John, however, current. Monday evening,
are going to feed, at least a caught ten of the fourteen
the current was even
few of them will be stripes sauger we boated the first
stronger so we ended with
and sauger.
day!
ten pounds and some great
I had a terrific weekend of
We found the stripes (big) memories.
fishing and story telling with in the jumps while trolling so
I am looking forward to a
Mr. John Colin, his wife Don- we naturally had to give
return visit with this fine
na and their eleven year old- them a working over.
son John. They are frofll—_Mter the battle dust had
Wayne Bennett- rame in
Fredericksburg, Ind. and on settled and the hands and
Wildlife officials say they vacation in this area for the legs stopped shaking we took with some very large fish
hbpe the three prized eagles first time. We trolled for count of what we had gained taken on a secret lure! He
cans these fish and they
will pull up stakes and fly sauger and cast for white and lost.
taste just like salmon. No
further south for the winter, stripes Saturday, Sunday
We had a total of eighty joke, but he will have to give
before their northern cousins and again Monday evening.
pounds, counting the sauger you the secret lure.
cornea calling this fall.
We used a variety of colors and this was fifty six fish.
Junior Garland (Bert)
"We're scared they'll in- for sauger lures, changing
Now for the losses, 4 lures,
termingle with the northern whenever one didn't seem to one of which was a topwater caught 14 channel catfish
eagles and go back up there work as it should. For cat- bass lure, were rudely taken while fishing for crappie.
with them in the spring," ching stripes we threw silver away by some hefty fighters. Cats were biting minnows.
Happy Fishing!
Miller said. "But if they go and white with the white be- The line they broke was 10
off by themselves this fall, ing the best producer.
and 14 pound test, with the
they should come back to
To avoid confusion, I call- reel drags set very light.
Reelfoot for good."
ed their son little John but he
On the way back to the
turned out to be a "big" marina we hit a spot or two
sauger fisherman and a for some big bluegill action.
It's going to be hard to conmighty fine young man. While John and Little John vince my feet that it's really
After being around his were casting for them with duck season.
You see, my feet have
developed ways of telling
How many times have you tion, either. Many
whets going on. If I wrap
watched water skiers having youngsters begin water skithem in old tennis shoes and
fun and wished that you ing by the time they are six
try to drown them, they
time.
could join them? Perhaps it or seven years old, and
A selection of eight SST know it's creek fishin'
WAUKEGAN, lilinois —
them to
walk
was a slalom skier sending a recently a 65-year-old man
to
try
I
when
Or
Workhorse 25, a (stainless steel, Teflon
curl of spray high into the air participated in a skiing The Johnson
they figure out that
around coated) and aluminum pro- death,
favorite
time
long
event
where
he
skimmed
season has openas he leaned back and sliced
game
small
the world with people who pellers are available on an ed.
across the water. Or maybe across the water barefoot!
One way to learn water make a living on the water optional basis to match the
a pair of youngsters made
And they know that when it
is to attend a skiing has been offered for sale in Johnson Workhorse 25 with feels like I've stuck them in
skiing
your heart race watching
for the first special workboat applicathem jump wakes and criss- school. In Florida and the United States
the freezer and forgot about
tions.
time.
water
California,
skiing
incross behind an outboard
struction is available all
towboat.
The Workhorse 25 is one of
If you're interested in year, and many other three commercial engines
water skiing but haven't schools operate throughout Johnson has made available
learned because it looks dif- the rest of the country during domestically. The line also
It's interesting to study stead of a stone spear, the
Johnson's
ficult and seems to require the warm season. If a school includes
modern fisherman has a
great physical strength, you is not practical, ask a skiing Workhorse 55 and a newly in- primitive fishing methods multi-pronged metal gig.
to
them
compare
and
should reconsider. Almost friend or visit a nearby troduced 40.
This is a popular method
modern techniques. Surprisanybody can water ski. You marine dealer and seek his
on
the
Features
for
taking "rough" fish from
difmuch
isn't
there
don't even have to be able to help in locating instructors. Workhorse 25 include ingly,
clear streams and lakes and
ference.
With
hour
so
an
or
of
pracswim, although that certain,
According to Mercury out- is legal in most states.
tice you'll be able to get up shallow water drive, a ruggly adds to the pleasure.
full
top
illegal
ed
mount
starter,
usually
is
Noodling
department,
fishing
boards'
Contrary to appearances, on the boards and enjoy the throttle reverse, extra-long
there is a primitive counter-- because it causes the loss of
water skiing is not difficult fun of water skiing.
steering tiller with built in part for all basic fishing large breeding fish.
to learn or do. There are
twist-grip throttle and a non- techniques now in use.
The noodler works undermore than 16 million active
corroding water pump with
finding a catfish on its
water,
Early
Consider the hook.
water skiers in North
replaceable stainless steel man fashioned his hook from nest and soothing the fish
America today and the
liners. It also has a special stone, bone or wood. We call while preparing to lift it
number continues to grow.
heavy-duty fuel filter that it a gorge,after its purpose. from the water.
Counted among them,accorcan be cleaned without
Fish traps, weirs and
The gorge is shaped like a
ding to Mercury Outboards'
removing it from the fuel needle, sharp at both ends, poison are common methods
boating department, are
line.
but fat in the middle. A hole used today which have not
many handicapped persons
engineering dniled through the thickest changed for many thousands
Other
including blind skiers and
features include MagFlash part held the line, usually of years.
amputees. Age is no restricelectronic ignition which made of slender vines.
to
Bait was placed on the
up to 50,000 volts
gmeers gorge so that it paralleled
spar plugs.
*
* say the design helps give a the line. When a fish
* sure start and also helps pre- swallowed the bait, pulling
• vent plug fouling A potted the line freed the gorge ti
* ferrite ignition coil assists which stuck crossways in the
OLITINCIAMOS
•
* with quick starts and con- fish's gullet.
a
* tributes to smooth running,
•
new
Netsare not a
* according to Johnson.
method. Archaeologists find:1
of them in long-: Car,
impressions
primers
special
Besides
*
Route 3 Box_80
Murray, Ky,42071 •
* and baked enamel paints, a-- buried sites, plus the drilled
sacrificial zinc anode adds to stones used as weights to
Highway_94 iast
the corrosion protection of hold the nets in position in
the lower unit. A rubber prop the water.
OWNEIVeary Darnell
Two ancient techniques
hub helps absorb under*
BOATS-MOTORS-ACCESSORIES-MARINE SUPPLIES
water shocks on the still followed by anglers are
spearing and noodling. In25.
3t*************************** Workhorse

Watorskling For All

Workhorse 25 Introduced

Ancient Angling Methods

(Johnson

Darnell Marine Sales

Murray Bait Co.
Fred Gardner, Owner

Wholesale live Bait
oue., Ouantity Guaranteed

BULLSEYE! — Tom Morgan draws his bow to fire at one of several targets during .•
the League Shoot held at TVA's Land Between The Lakes (LBL), a 1 70,000-acre .
public demonstration area. Morgan is a Bowling Green, Ky. native.
(TVA Photo by Vend tiAa(lock)

Kentucky Afield
them, it's got to be duck
season. So when I go hunting
during Kentucky's ,new experimental duck season this
September, my feet are going to be awfully confused.
This five day (Sept. 9-13)
season is basically for teal
and wood ducks, although
the regulations allow one
duck of any other species in
the daily bag of four birds.
So you can have four teal,
four wood ducks or any combination of these two species,
but only one mallard or other
"big duck" in your daily
bag. The possession limit is,
as usual, double the daily
limit.
Hunters will need, in addition to a valid Kentucky
license and a federal "duck
stamp," a special permit for
this season. The permit consists of a two-part carbonless
form. The hunter fills in his
name, address and phone
number, then tears off the
top copy and gives it to the
issuing agent. The bottom

• Hooks Wheel
Alignment

re

Phone
502-7.1.3-5693

•
•
U
•
a

Tires, Wheels & Accessories:
•
:
Tuictor Tires
Truck,
.
•
• Road and Field Service •
•
410 N.4th
•
753-8364—,75.3-6779

Sportsman's Marina
At Jonathan Crook
AIII1OUIPCEIS
NEW 40'and 52'Covered Slips Foe Houseboats
NEW 30'Covered Sips For Cruisers

LOCAL DEALER for GAL VA-LIFT Boat Hoists

ri

Easy to operete-stirninetes twine growth on boat

Author/HMIEVINRUDE DEALER
MIN b.amt.

bottom

FWPRIJOr
3,-1456
iftrIVICI

dyecent to Siretsrnan s SEA:OCilleggrourwri

Hwy. 941st
Murray, Ky. 42071

portion contains blanks for Wildlife, No. 1 Game Farm
him to indicate the number Road,Frankfort, KY 40601.
The federal fish and
of hours he hunted each day
and the number of each wildlife service accepted
proposals from Kentucky
species of duck he takes.
There is no charge for this and Tennessee for an early
permit and no limit on the duck season to let hunters in
number that will be issued. these two states take advanAt the end of the five-day tage of native wood duck
season, the hunter drops the populations. Wood ducks
permit in the mail ( no nest in the region in large
postage is required. These numbers, but migrate south
permits are for survey pur- long before the November
poses only, since federal law waterfowl season rolls
requires that we keep a close around.
Teal, also early migrators,
count on the harvest for this
are passing through Kenexperimental hunt.
"It's important that tucky in September. We
hunters cooperate by filling have had a short September
out and mailing these per- season for teal for several
mits," says Joe Bruna, years but this is the fiist
director of the fish and time this season will be open
wildlife department's for all species of ducks.
The inclusion of one duck
wildlife division. "Unless we
get good cooperation from besides teal and wood ducks
Kentucky duck hunters, the in the daily bag will alloic
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser- hunters to make one (but o'0"vice may not let us have ly one!) mistake in on-theanother season like this. wing identification without
running into trouble with the
one."
Permits will be available law.
So get your permit and
around the middle of August
from conservation officers start scouting some local
or wildlife biologists with the wood duck streams. And
fish and wildlife department. even if your feet are confusThey will also be available at ed by this warm-weather
some sporting goods stores duck hunting, they probably
or by writing the Depart- won't complain — in fact,
ment of Fish and Wildlife they'll probably enjoy duck
Resources, Division of hunting or a change.

At. 58entdn, K V412025

5021354-85641
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Angels Surprise
Mauch With 5-0
Cinncy Shutout

p.
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TOURNEY BOUND — Starr Jones (left) and Brad McNutt play warmup rounds in anticipation of Monday's opening rounds in the Kentucky State Closed Tournament in
Louisville. The tourney runs through Friday and several Murray youths are planning
to make the trip. Jones will be competing in the 18-and-under division while McNull will see action in the 16-and-under group. Besides Jones and McNutt, Sean
Parker, Robert Stout, Mel Jackson and Candy Jackson are expected to attend the
tourney. The State Closed is the final junior tournament of the season for deciding
state rankings.
Staff photos by hot Rector

Murphy's 69 Helps Hold 1-Stroke PGA Lead
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
DULUTH, Ga. API - Bob
Murphy ceturized from a
storm delay to finish off a 69
that enab1ed-11m to retain a
1-shot lead Friday in the
weather-plagued and —
again — unfinished second
round of the 63rd PGA national golf championship.
"I'm a happy leader," the
chunky veteran said after
posting a 135 total, five
itrokes under par on the
• Storm-lashed 7,070-yard
Atlanta Athletic Club course.
"I'd sure rather be leading
by one than trailing by two."
And, even though the formidable figure of Jack
Nicklaus was in position to
make a move, Murphy was
cheerfully considering his

prospects over the last two
rounds of this, the last of the
year's Big Four events.
Murphy, in fact, was on
the backswing of his putt on
the 15th green when the siren
blared, signalling another
storm delay, calmly continued his stroke and made
the putt. Strangely enough,
the time was 3:50 p.m., the
precise time that play was
held up in Thursday's round.
And the suspension was for
the same duration, 55
minutes.
And, just as in Thursday'
play, another, later wave of
storms prevented completion of the round. Play was
called for the day at 6:57
p.m. EDT. Twenty-three
players were stranded on the
course and will come back at

Tri-State Golf Classic
Won By Rogers, Pearl
INDIANAPOLIS 1API —
Steve Rogers and Nick Pearl
led Kentucky to a victory in
the Tri-State Golf Classic on
Friday, narrowly defeating
the Ohio team 698-699.
The • Indiana contingent
finished third with a team
score of 709 at the Country
Club of Indianapolis.
Each state group consisted
of five two-man teams with a
rombination of scores determining the team title.

The teams played a bestball format in the final
round. Taking top two-man
team honors were Bob Lohr
and Tim Mittlehauser of
Ohio,firing a 135 for the twoday event.

8 a.m. Saturday to complete
their rounds before the start
of regularly scheduled third
round play.
The overnight suspension
left in doubt where the cutoff
point for the final two rounds
would fall. But it was certain
that Masters champion Tom
Watson would not make it.
Watson, Player of the the
Year for the past four
seasons, hit into the water on
the lidAI hole and made a
double bogey that completed
a 73 and a 148 total.
Even though the cut has
not been established, players
with scores of 148 or higher
will not make it.
"No excuses," he said. "I
just didn't doanything well.
I scored about as high as I
could. I just couldn't make
anything happen."
Sharing second, a single
stroke back at 136, were
Larry Nelson and a pair of
non-winners, Bob Eastwood
and long-hitting Dan Pohl.
Nelson, from nearby Acworth, Ga. setup a 66. Eastwood
shot a 69 and Pohl had a 67.
Andy North, a former U.S.
Open champion who has
finished second in his last

two starts, shot a 69 that left
him alone at 137.
Fuzzy Zoeller, a former
Masters champion, steady
Tom Kite and Vance
Heafner were next at 138.
Hearder matched par 70,
Zoeller shot 68 and Kite, who
has been seventh or better in
10 of his last 11 starts, shot a
67.
Nicklaus — the defending
champion, seeking an 18th
major professional croin,
generally regarded as the
finest player this ancielit
game hasfroduced — wasin
a menacing position to make
a run at a record sixth PGA
national title. He shot a 2under-par 68 that included no
bogeys, 16 pars and two bir- ,
dies and ended the day at

139.
"I needed a 68 to get
myself in position to win the
golf tournament," said
Nicklaus, who now has
played the last 27 holes five
under par.
He was -tied with Jerry
Pate, who won the 1976 U.S.
Open title on this same,long,
difficult course. Pate had a
68 that he said "should have
been better; but shouldhaves don't count."
Bruce Lietzke, a 3-time
winner this year, topped a
group at 140 after another 70.
RayYloyd also had a 70 but
was another stroke back at
141.
British Open champion
Bill Rogers and 51-year-old
Arnold Palmer, both were in
danger of missing the cut,

But won't know until Saturday morning. They're at 147.
Palmer bogeyed the last hole
for 73. Rogers shot 75.
Ben Crenshaw and Johnny
Miller are out. Both are at
150. Miller had a 73 and Crenshaw 75. Sam Snead, a 69year-old relic from another
golfing era, withdrew after
his opening 79.

By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
ANAHEIM Calif.( AP) —
California Manager Gene
Mauch could hardly believe
his eyes. His Angels not only
looked as if they hadn't been
away from baseball, they
looked even better than
before.
"It's extraordinary for a
club to be out that long and
show that quickness and
power with the bat," Mauch
said Friday night after the
Angels downed the Cincinnati Reds 5-0 in an exhibition
game. "But mafor leaguers
are extraordinary people.
They do extraordinary
things."
While the Angels raked six
Cincinnati pitchers for 11
hits, an equal number of
California hurlers restricted
the Reds to just two singles.
The game, played before
an Anaheim Stadium crowd
of 11,489 who had paid reduced prices, was the first game
for either team since the
baseball players began their
strike on JitnI2.
"We just played good,
solid, clean baseball," said
the enthused Mauch. "Our
players crammed a lot of
work in this past week since
the strike ended."
Mauch, who replaced the
fired Jim Fregosi at the
Angels helm in May, had
guided the team to a 9-4
record before the walkout
halted play.
Although the Reds lacked
hitting and pitching against
the Angels, Cincinnati
manager John McNamara

wasn't overly concerned.
"I checked with all the
players and they said they
felt fine," said McNamara,
whose club opens the regular
season Monday in Los
Anglees in Dodger Stadium.
"They said they felt they
saw the ball well and that
their timing wasn't that far
away. It's just evaluating;
we've never been in this
position before (meaning the
layoff since the strike.I"
Bobby Grich who broke a
finger last June 6 but healed
during the layoff, led the
Angel hitting with a solo
homer and run producing
single.
"I felt comfortable, like I
hadn't missed a day," said a
pleased Grich. "I was really
encouraged by my play and
the play of the team as a
whole. I didn't think I'd feel
that good.
California starter Geoff
Zahn, who worked two innings and allowed only one
base on balls, got the victory. He was followed in inspressive fashion Ken
Forsch, Mike Witt, Steve
Renko, Andy Hassler and
Don Aase.
Tom Seaver opened for the
Reds, setting down the
Angels in order while pitching only the first inning.
Frank Pastore, who followed
Seaver, was tagged for six
hits and three runs, one
unearned,and got the loss.
The Reds and Angels play
another tuneup game tonight
in Anaheim, before taking a
break for Sunday's All-Star
game.

Tennis Delayed
Last Thursday and Friday's doubles tennis tournament at the Murray Country
Club courts were postponed
until next Thursday and Friday, Aug. 13-14. Jim and Sandy Brannon, tournament
directors, delayed the mat-

Rogers and Pearl trailed
by two strokes after scoring
137 and the Indiana team of
Mike Bell and John Carr
took third place with 139.
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ches because of bad weather
Thursday.
Matches will begin at 6
p.m. both nights and pairings will be chosen prior to
the first matches. Entry fee
is $2.50 per player and entries are still being accepted.
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Dr. Walter Jones
Announces

the closing of
_ hisp_ractice of
Ophthalmology
in Murray
August 31st, 1981.

PA:

The Scotto-Mater"
IXCIUIIVYóatur
• Huge 4' Top Rails
• Heavy gauge steel sidewalks
• Exclusive Lock-Frame
construction

HOMEOWNERS ONLY
IN ILLINOIS AND KENTUCKY

TOLL FREE
1-800-457-2200
812-948-5121

753-0374

If your laundry area
contains an electric
dryer, it accounts for
almost four percent
of your total electric
bill. The washer uses lithe electricity itself, but
approximately 10 percent of your total electric bill is
credited to heating the water to wash your clothes.
Reduce your energy use and costs on your next wash
day by:

• Heavy Duty Bottom Rail
• Foundation
• Heavy gauge solid vinyl
liner

• Aluminum Swing-up
and In-Pool Ladders
• Advanced over-the-wall
• Skimmer Cartndge
• Filtration Unit
Dimension — 16 z31'• Swim Area-15' x24'z4'
DEAL DIRECT WITH THE FACTORY
ELIMINATE SALESMANS COMMISSION

total Calls

Ka

CLEAN UP WITH
ENERGY
SAVINGS

only 47
pools left

• Guaranteed service
• Financing available
• No down payment

•••

Arrangements may be
made to transfer
records at
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ELSEWHERE IN INDIANA

CALL COLLECT
OPEN 24 HOURS — 7 DAYS

-------

• Washing clothes in warm water

MAIL COUPON•OR TELEPHONE

OLYMPIC POOLS

P.O. Box 257, New Albany,Ind.47150
Without obligation. please send a
representative with information on pools
0 DAYS
AFTERNOONS 0 EVENINGS
NAME
AIIDRESS

•

CITY
TELEPHONE NO
NOTE. Sender must be a homeowner
W.serrce the states of Kontucky.Southorn
nunots & Southern Indiana
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• Rinsing clothes in cold water
• Drying full loads of clothes without
overloading or overdrying
•

Motgy,Rural Electric
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Defense, Field Goals Lead
Redskins Over Kansas City

JUNIOR GOLFERS — (Above) Winners of the Junior Golf Tournament held recently
at the Oaks Country Club are (front) Chad Caldwell, 5-6 year-olds; (second row
from left) Mary Ann Todd, 7-9 year-olds; Tabitha Johnson, 1 2-1 3 year-olds; Shelley
Caldwell, 10-11 year-olds; and Clint Hutson, 7-9 year-olds;(back row from left) Jay
Thompson, 1 2-1 3 year-olds; Mark Boggess, 14-15 year-olds; and Brad King, 10-11
year-olds.(Below) Thursday will be the final tournament for the juniors this season
with tee time at 9 a.m. Members of the Junior Golf Tour are (front row from left)
Tern Lamb, Cheryl Herndon, Chad Caldwell, Kristi Hargrove, Jason Farley, Brock
Ray, Brad Ray, Bobby Allen, Christian Crouse,(second row from left) Mike Lovett,
Vicki Woods, Mary Ann Todd, Shelley Caldwell, Shelby Morgan, Sherri Lamb, Jason
Reed, Bruce Thurmond, Justin Crouse, Clint Hutson (third row from left) Tabitha
Johnson, Jay Thompson, Brad King, Gina Herndon, Carolyn Caldwell'junior Golf
Chairman, Dena Thompson,Tommy Zambella, and Carl Zambella.

IRA ROSENFELD
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It
was the type of game George
Allen would have loved, but
new Washington Redskins
Coach Joe Gibbs liked it just
as much.
The Redskins reverted to a
combination of defense and
field goals to beat the Kansas City Chiefs 16-10 Friday
night in the National Football League exhibition
opener for both teams.
In another exhibition
game Friday, the New York
Jets crushed Denver 33-7.
Tonight, the NFL
preseason will have Detroit
at Buffalo, Cincinnati at
Tampa Bay, the New York
Giants at Chicago, Pittsburgh at Cleveland,
Baltimore at New Orleans,
St. Louis at San Diego,
Green Bay at Dallas, Miami
at Minnesota and Atlanta at
Oakland. The New England
Patriots will be at the Los
Angeles Rams Monday
night.

The Redskin fans, over
32,000, came to Robert F.
Kennedy to catch the first
look at Gibbs wide open offense. What they saw was
three Mark Moseley field
goals — 39,36 and 28 yards —
and a defense that limited
the Chiefs to 60 yards in the
first half. For the game, the
Chiefs gained 305 yards most
coming in the waning
moments of the game
against the Redskin
reserves.
The key play in the game
was a third-period interception by Redskin linebacker

Monte Coleman.
Coleman stepped in front
of a Bill Kenney pass and ran
it back 28 yards for the score
and a 10-3 Washington lead.
"We were in a man-to-man
defense and the ball just
came to me," Coleman said.
"We kept waiting for
something to happen.
Monte's interception is what
did it," Gibbs said, who
replaced Jack Pardee, who
replaced Allen in 1978.
Kansas City coach Mary
Levy took the loss and his
team's mistakes — 10
penalties, six fumbles, four

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Murray's Mel Purcell
finally met his match at the
U.S. Open Clay Court tennis
tournament in Indianapolis.
The blond fireball, who
wrapped the hearts of the
crowd around his racket,fell
6-3, 6-3, to an old nemesis
Jose-Luis Clerc in Friday
night action.

Clerc has won 23 straight
matches and the last three
straight tournaments he's

entered.
In the 1900 U.S. Open Clay
Court tourney Clerc and
Purcell battled for the championship with Clerc emerging the victor.
This time Purcell
challenged him in the
quarterfinals after cruising
past Pavel Slcrzil, Manuel
Orantes and Gabriel Urpi.
Clerc advances to the
semifinal round where he'll
meet unseeded John, Alexander of Australia. Alexander eliminated France's
Gilles Moretton; 3-6, 7-5, 6-4,
Friday.
Purcell and teammate
Tracy Delatte were
eliminated Thursday night
in doubles when they fell to
the No.1 seed team of Hans
Gildemeister and Andres
Gomez.
Purcell plans to return to

Correction
In Friday's Ledger &
Time*, it was incdrrectly
stated that the 49-0 loss
Western Kentucky suffered
111'football against Murray
State cost them the Ohio

MSU Racer Club
Cookout Sunday
Murray State's Racer Club
will host its annual "Meet
the Football Team Bar-BQue" Sunday Aug.16 at
Stewart Stadium. The meal
will be at 5 p.m: and will cost
$5 for adults, $2.50 for
children.
Monday the club will hold
a meeting where new officers and coaches will speak
and a football highlight film
will be shown. Monday's
meeting will be held at
Stewart Stadium in room
226. The public is invited.

Cris Collinsworth, who's contending for a first-string
pass-receiving job with the
Beng,als.
Collinsworth, a secondround draft pick, is battling
first-round choice David
Verser of Kansas for a starting job.
"For me, it's certainly not
just an exhibition," said Collinsworth, who last year led
the Gators into the
Tangerine Bowl and the naCan's Top 20. "It may be my
last chance for a while to
play before people in an area
that is so close to my heart."
On the Tampa Bay side,
two key battles shaping up
are at linebacker — where
rookie Hugh Green is trying
to displace one of four
veteran Bucs linebackers —
and in the backfield, where
Ricky Bell, who haffexpress-

Valley Conference cham
pionship.
The loss was the only one
suffered by WKU in 1980, yet
they still won the conference
crown with a 6-1 league
record, 9-1 overall.

Murray Sunday for a
weeklong rest before travelling to his next tourney in
Atlanta.
Remaining in the men's
play are top-seeded Ivan
Lendl of Czechoslovakia
after he downed Jose-Luis
Damiani 6-2, 6-4, Friday;
and he'll face No.3 seeded
Guillermo Vitas in the
semifinal round today. Vilas
clobbered wiseeded Ricardo
Cano 6-3,6-1 to advance.
Women's top-seeded An-

drea Jaeger and No.2 seeded
Virginia Ruzici advanced to
meet in the championship today.
Jaeger, who has won two
women's tournaments
already this year, has beaten
Ruzici in three of their.four
previous meetings.
Jaeger defeated thirdseeded Yugoslavian Mima
Jausovec 6-3, 6-1 and Ruzici
downed Regina Marsikova
of Czechoslovakia with a
struggling 7-6,6-0.

:*****IT'S
CORN-AUSTIN'S
FIRST ANNUAL
:
21 BACK TO SCHOOL
& COLLEGE SALE
You Won t Want To Miss This

Sole

*
*
*
*

PRICES SO LOW YOU CAN'T

*
*
*

AFFORD TO MISS IT
*CORN-AUSTIN

MURRAY, KY.***
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Tampa Bay's Williams
Gets Nod For Opener
play two quarters, but after
two quarters, he might not
have the number of plays
we'd like him to have,"
McKay said.
The Bucs are trying to
bounce back from a diszif):
pointing 5-11 season which
McKay said started with a
lackluster preseason a year
ago.
Cincinati and Tampa Bay
have played in the preseason
every year since the Bucs'
inception in 1976, with Tampa winning the last three
times to take a 3-2 lead in the
series. In last year's regular
season - opener, Williams
tossed a pair of touchdown
passes to tight end Jimmie
Giles as the Bucs beat Cincinnati 17-12.
Tonight will mark the professional debut of former
University of Florida star

In relief, Kenney was 7-of19for 120 yards.
Elsewhere, quarterback
Richard Todd fired a 31-yard
scoring pass to Johnny
"Lam" Jones and Pat Leahy
kicked four field goals to
lead New York over Denver,
spoiling the head coaching
debut of the Broncos' Den
Reeves.
Denver scored its only TD
in the third quarter, a 68yard bomb from rookie
quarterback Mark Herrmann to wide receiver Larry
Brunson. It was Herrmann's
first pass as a professional.

Cleric Eliminates Purcell Again

The loss was Purcell's
fourth to Clerc, a player he's
never won a set from, much
less beaten.
In a phone interview, Murrayan Doug Lance, who attended the tournament, said
the crowd was definitely
"pro-Mel" yet Clerc was just
too tough.

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) —
quarterback
Fifth-year
Doug Williams will lead a
mostly veteran Tampa Bay
Buccaneers lineup into
tonight's National Football
League exhibition opener
with the Cincinnati Bengals.
Tampa Coach John
McKay said he will also use
backup signal-caller Chuck
Fusina, but added that he is
undecided how he will deploy
the twosome in the 7 p.m.
EDT matchup in Tampa
Stadium.
"We will definitely go with
two quarterbacks, but exactly how we will do that, we
don't know," McKay said.
"You heard me talk a lot
about the lack of intensity
last year. We continually let
the other team take the ball
and keep it, and when we had
it, we didn't do much with it.
"So I could say Doug will

sacks and an interception —
in stride.
"There were a lot of
mistakes and a lot of nervous
people out there," said Levy.
"There certainly wasn't
much polish but that's why
you play these exhibition
games."
Levy was more worried
about starting quarterback
Steve Fuller, injured while
trying to avoid 290-pound
Redskin lineman Wilbur
Young.
Before he was forced to
leave, Fuller had completed
4-of-7 passes for 34 yards.

ILCIUNIC

ed a desire to be traded in
the off-season, will seek to
recapture his 1979 form
when he led the Bucs into the
NFC championship game,
and rookie James . Wilder
will try to move into the
fullback job. At linebacker, Cecil
Johnson, whose former outside linebacker slot will be
held by Green, will start
Saturday at the inside
linebacker position held by
Dewey Selmon the past four
years.
Wilder, a second-round
choice from Missouri, is
competing with veteran
Johnny Davis at fullback
and will start tonight. Bell
will start over third-year pro
Jerry Eckwood at tailback,
where former Miami
Dolphin Gary Davis is also a
contender.

SEND PART OF
MURRAY TO SCHOOL
WITH THEM!

Going away to college is a thrilling experience in
any students life, but it is also a time of unfamilar
faces, and far away places. We at the Murray Ledger
and Times have a way for the college student in
your life to take a little bit of Murray with them.Just
fill out the convenient coupon below and he or she
will be able to keep up with day by day accounts of
whats happening with friends and family in Murray.
For just $32.50 you can send 9 mo. of the Murray
Ledger and limes to your student. .. the closest
thing to home.

NEED A BOAT?

COUPON

Of Any Kind!

‘.
ft,

Choose between a number of recent trade-ins ranging from Bass
boats, ski boats, family pontoons at low, low prices and close out
prices on a selection of demonstrators.

—___----

Name Of Student
School
Street_
City
_
_ State_ _ _ Zip_
Coupe Mast S.ladesosi
Wkh $32.50 To Cover 9 mo. mail
sebecripties to statist. Al subscription pd. le sieske.

We've got some red hot prices"!!

e even have paddle boats - new and used. Canoes and what
have you.
Jesse Owens, the great
Olympic sprint champion,
out prices.
attended Ohio State and was See us for anything you need at clean up close

known as the "Buckeye
Bullet."
--Carl Hubbell, great New
York Giants southpaw, shut
out the St. Louis Cardinals,
1-0 in 18 innings, on July 2,
1933, without walking a bat-

on M Clu •

G,ayson McClure

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.
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TIM BET BUY

Lawyer Says Television Advertising
Services Has Brought Business
By DENISE FrITPATRICK
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)A Louisville lawyer who's
been advertising his services
on television for four months
says the ads have brought
him more business than ''20
years of practice and referrals."
Stuart Lyons, 45, is one of
several attorneys in Kentucky who are using television commercials to attract
clients.
"It's been well worth the
money," said Lyons.
"Whether lawyers like it or
not, advertising is the wave
of the future. In time, dentists and architects will be
doing it too."
The state Supreme Court
ruled in 1978 that attorneys
in Kentucky bar could advertise on electronic media,
subject to certain regulations.

But many attorneys in the
state have snubbed the idea
because they feel it's
beneath the dignity of the
profession, said Leslie
Whitmer, executive director
of the Kentucky Bar Association.
It's only been in the last six
months that commercials
promoting lawyers and their
services have started appearing on Kentucky television stations.
"I'd say there's only a
small number advertising on
radio and TV.I know of three
Louisville attorneys,and one
in Lexington, but that's
about it. It still has a
stigma," said Whitmer.
The bar association
routinely monitors the commercials to make sure the
spots comply with Supreme
Court guidelines, he said.
each attorney who plans
to air a commercial must

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Ivan or Peter
5 Stag, tor one
9 Base
12 Aleutian
isiand
13 Russian sea
14 Anger
15 Tantalum
symbol
18 isinglass
-18 Meadow
20 Preposition
22 Slays
n24 F_mmets
27 Drinks slowly
29 Seasoning
31 Exist
32 Carried
34 Capuchin
monkeys
38 Teutonic
deity
37 Reply
398.suitable
41 Concerning
42 Sow
44 Bieck bird
45 Transgress
47 Hind part
49 Fork prong
50 Chenges
coior
52 Falsifier
54 Clerical deg
55 Vessel
57 Break
suck:boy
59 Preposition
61 Foot part
63 Encourage
65 Chos and
fever
67 Lamprey
68 Army meal
69 Station
DOWN
I Make

lace
2 Note paper
3 Near
4 Alcoholic
beverage
5 Clubs
8 Macaws
7 Scale note
8 Cloth
measure
9 Climbing
piant
10 Conjuction
11 Both of us
17 Exists
19 Babylonian
deity
21 Chooses
23 Tattle
25 Terrifying
21) Calm
27 Gazed fixedly
28 Stitches
30 Row
33 Antlered
animal
35 Command to

Mower is Friday's Punk

CCM MOB ULM
CHOU CCM CCU
MO COM CCICCUU
OUC OUC MCC
CCM CCU UUCU
CCM ECU CCU
UC OCCCUCU BC
CCU CEU CDC
COLL MUC UCUC
LUC CCU CCU
CUCCUU UUU UU
UDC CCM COCO
MC MOM MCC
a cat
38 Walk
unsteadily
40 Roman poet
43 Platforms
48 Repulse
48 Rages
51 Conjunction
53 Sun god

58 Scottish cap
58 Soft food
80 Seine
81 Tellurium
symbol
82 Faroe
whirlwind
84 Exist
86 Proceed

give the association a said Foley.
duplicate cassette tape of the
"Some bankers have the
ad, said Whitmer. If the fear that bankruptcy cases
commercial ii misleading in are on the rise because of the
any way,or if it is deemed in ads," he said. "We're conbad taste, the lawyer is ask- cerned about that, and we're
ed not to use it.
trying to find out how many
"The court has said that disciplinary actions are belawyers have a First Amend- ing taken against attorneys
ment right to make their ser- in the different states where
vices known," said Whitmer. advertising is allowed)."
"I view that in the narrow
context at simply giving inRobert Kutak, an Omaha
formation ... it really boils attorney who heads an ABA
down to the difference committee that is now
between being dignified and
commercial."
Whitiner said a problem
area that has cropped up in
some attorneys' television
commercials is an overuse
"Men are not against you;
of dramatic effects.
He said while some they are merely for
lawyers simply list a name, themselves." - Gene
telephone number, services Fowler.
and fees in their commercials, others have aired
slickly produced spots that
East put up a fine defense
show handcuffs, stacks of to entice declarer into a losbills or the flashing lights of ing line of play. The bidding
a police car in the and the lead told East what
he needed to know about
background.
spades;
a look at dummy
would
said
he
But Lyons
told him about the rest.
get even more dramatic in
East could have overhis commercials if he could. called one spade instead of
"I would love to go preempting with a jump to
bananas," he said, "but the two. However, West's origibar association would think nal pass made it likely that
the opponents would play
it's undignified."
the band so it seemed best
drawn
a
Lyons said he has
to try to get in their way.
cartoon that shows a man
East took his spade king
buried by bills, captioned and the unthinking play
with a message that filing would be to continue With
for bankruptcy will coA- the ace.111 that caseleclar-much less than you owe." er would ruff and play the
ace and another trump.
He said the bar association West would win his queen to
will not allow him to use it.
lead another spade to force
"Another idea I had that another ruff but declarer
was turned down," he said, would still prevail. Another
- -was to have a- booth at a trump. would knock out
flea market. It was rejected. West's king,- but West would
be out of spades and declarI think my rights of er
could claim the rest.
assembly were denied.
South's bidding strongly
"From an intellectual suggested a hefty six card
standpoint, I would really trump suit, so East shifted
enjoy a suit against the bar to his deuce of clubs. Had
association, but I've got declarer finessed boldly to
more business than I can dummy's jack, he would
have had 10 tricks. Howevhandle right. now anyway," er, with a different layout,
Lyonssaid.
this could well have been
According to Adrian the losing play.
Declarer won his club ace
Foley, a Newark attorney
who chairs the American and played ace and another
Bar Association's commis- heart, West winning. A club
dummy's jack comsion on advertising, only through
pleted the job and the
about 8 percent of all prac- defense enjoyed two
ticing lawyers in the U.S.
8-8-A
have tried advertising.
NORTH
•J 63
The ABA originally pro•03
hibited television advertis•AKQJ7
ing, but later reversed itself,
•J 75

THE ACES'

WELL, AT LEAST IT DIDN'T HIT
ANYTHING

I'LL PRACTICE MY
BATTING AWHILE
V

4
AV& ••
-Ilitegt
etitiNW A-,sac

134ENii WANT TO KNOW
IF 'fl-ICY CAN COME

OVER,TOO

' GET YOU A GATE

WOO!STRIPES
.4,au6HT HER
LUNCH! CAN
HER CUB6
EAT FISH c

SORRY

IRA G. CORN, JR.

WEST

EAST
•Q 8 2
•AK189 54
V K Q42
fif 6
•5 2
•8 4 3
+9863
•Q 102
SOUTH
•7
•A J 10 8 7 5
•10 9 6
•A 1(4
Vulnerable: North-South.
Dealer: West. The bidding:
North
l•
Pass
Pass

East
2•
Pass
Pass

Smith
341
441

Opening lead: Spade deuce
trumps, a spade and a club.
Good defense or bad
play? One can hardly blame
declarer for his line of play
Good marks to East for
refusing to make a lazy
play.
-Bid with Cora
South holds:

8-8-B

•7
110 A J 10 8 7 5
•1096
•AK4
Sea*
111
2/1

LISTEN,I DON'T
--NEWYCSi GINS'
FEELING SORRY
FOR ME!

...A LARGE WAVE
WAlo‘E-4 A FIFTEENFOOT 504ARK INTO
THE A1-M LAGOON!
\\0"
-
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.y111
'
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CONTT7

*886.00
Smith & Wesson
Model No.629
Stainless Steel
44 Nag. 6" barrel
- full target
presentation. The
only
one
in
Calloway County.

M75.00
Silver be
Gold
Pawn
Shop
Olympic Plaza
Open 9a.m.to8
753-7113
Three bedroom brick, two
baths, formal living and
dining room. Den with
fireplace. Central heat and
air, Double garage with
outbuilding. House has over
2000 sq ft is in excellent
condition and location.
term lease.
Available
August 15th. Call Strout
Realty, 753-0186.

PECIAL
A 14 Kt. GP chain will
be given away Fillwith the purchase of
any boot or shoe.
vutmws
tau=
STUB
sop*. C.saos. taw.ixtpas.

Reward for information on
who broke into Bob
Hibbard's cabin on Blood
River. Information confidential. $250. (901)2473761.

Nora
3*

ANSWER: Three no trump.
The hearts have been rebid.
Now it's time to show the club stoppers.
Send bridge questions to Tbe Aces,
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
wan sell-addressed, stamped envelope
or reply

Three Madisonville
Residents File
Suit Against L And N
MADISONVILLE, Ky.
f_AP)- Three Madisonville
residents have filed a
5. Lost.& Found
8131,000 lawsuit against the
Louisville and Nashville
Lost, small black and tan
Railroad, claiming that it
female beagle, in GoloKirksey area. Wearing
operated one of its trains in a
collar, which has wrong
negligent manner Aug. 3,
phone no. Call 489-2885
1980.
after 6 p.m. Reward
The complaint, filed by
offered.
Dennis and Norma Tapp and
6. Help Wanted
Carolyn Roden, says that
UkN was negligent in the
Cosmotologist. Career and
design, maintenance and in
goal oriented. Solid backoperating the crossing on the
ground in perm and color.
Davis Wells Road in
Outstanding opportunity for
Madisonville as an extra
right person to manage
hazardous crossing.
modern salon. Salon has
Because
of
this
private entrance, lounge,
negligence, the complaint
and phone for staff. If you
argues, the car in whicktbr,_ 21 are a pro and want higher
-than average income, call
three were travelliitwas
struck by a locomotive
753-2266 for confidential
interview. (759-4683 after
operated by L&N, inflicting
7 p.m.)
injury' and damages to the
Tapps and Roden.
Experienced technician for
dental crown and bridge
lab. Excellent working
conditions, Call S.D.S., 725
Lone Oak Dr., Paducah,'
502442-7777.
MACHINERY • ITEPAI
LOUESVILLE,Ky.(AP)- TRAINEES
Kentucky school ad- Openings for 17-34. No
experience required. Call
ministrators have adopted a
Mon-Wed 8am-2pm, 1-800resolution expressing their
238-5581.
concern about the recently
announced cuts in statefunMAKE EXTRA
ding for public elementary
MONEY
DURING YOUR
and secondary education.
SPARE TIME'
The school administrators
Show our new line of
werein Louisville for the anCalendars, Pens, and Advernual meeting of the Kentising
Gifts to local firms.
School
Association
of
tucky
Prompt, friendly service
Administrators Monday.
from 72 year old, AAA-1
Through resolution, the
Company. Weekly comassociation encouraged
missions. No investment or
members of the 1982 Kencollections. Be your own
to
Assembly
General
tucky
boss. Full time potential.
enact legislation that will
No experience necessary.
result in new sources of state
Write Frank Buckley,
funds.
Newton MFG. CO., Dept.
Association President 2985, Newton, Iowa
Chester Turner said the cuts 50208.
will have a profound effect
NUCLEAR PUNT
on the quality of education OPERATOR TRAINEE
provided Kentucky's youth.
No experience necessary.
Immediate openings for
----high school grads -1-144-;--The fleet jail sentence for a Program includes hands-on
trafficviolation - five daya experience at a nuclear
for speeding - was imposed
generating plant. Full pay
in 1904 on a motorist con- while training. Call toll free
victed of driving 20 miles per
Mon-Wed 8am-2pm, 1-800hour.
23§-5581.

State School
Administrators
Adopt Resolution

1
'WE'VE TRIED IFYERY0A,7 WE'RE
REALLY
SAk6E,AND rCAN'T

redrafting the model rules of
ethics for lawyers, said the
new rules will contain some
provisions on advertising.
But he said the ABA is
primarily concerned with
the truthfulness of lawyers'
ads.
"At this stage of the game,
we're going with accuracy in
advertising," said Kutak.
"Taste is going to have to be
a matter settled between the
attorney and his state bar
association."

West
Pass
34i
Pass

1.111.6-arion-WW-de

6. Help Wanted
SpecW
By Power Custom
Ind. Mo - Custom
Built 44 Cal. Nag.
8 inch barrel

Clean-up man, for used
cars experienced $4-$5
per hour. Action Personnel,
753-6532
Demonstrators needed to
sell House of Lloyd toys and
gifts. Home party plan. Free
kit Call 759-4807.
Need responsible lady to
care for infant. Prefer in
Stella or Kirksey area. Call
759-1751 or 489-2154.
Registered
Radiology
Technologist for modern
radiology department of
218 bed hospital. Competative salary and fringes.
Contact Personnel Office,
Murray Calloway Co. Hospital, 502-753-5131.
Secretary wanted with
payroll experience. Send
resume to P.O. Box 1055,
Murray, KY. ,
VETERANS
Immediate openings for
honorable discharged vets
out less than 48 months.
Excellent benefits, steady
advancement. Call toll free
Mon-Wed 8am-2pm, 1-800238-5581.
Experienced
Wantedwaitress. Steady work. Call
an
for
1-474-2259
appointment.
Working mother needs
someone to hel ith house
work a
1 day a
week. Call 753-8393 after
5:30.

WANTED
swim:0d awarager
Auto Parts. Send
mime to P.O. lox
1040G, Murray, Ken421171.

9.Situation Wanted

Will babysit evenings and
weekends. 795-1139
Will work on lawn mowers
Call 753-0751.

11. Instructions
Piano Lessons
Experienced and qualified
teacher will teach piano
lessons, all types, classical,
popular, country, and
religious, also theory and to
improvise. For more information, call 753-3269.

12. Insurance
Co.
JIM FAIN

MFA INSURANC

AGENT
614 So. 4th IL
Murray, Ky., 42071
Be.1101217634632
Rao 160217133437$
UFE, HEALTH,HOME

14. Want To Buy
29 to 30 gallon aquarium.
Phone 767-4455.
Used furniture and appliances also yard sale leftovers.
Call 435-4555.

15. Articles For Sale
100 Amp electric pole,
wired for mobile home.
753-6731 after 5. $75.
Diamond ring, 58 points.
Call 753-9693.
Good country seasoning
meat. 753-4767
Need Greeting Cards (all
kinds)? Captain's desks,
desk-bookcase combinations, birdhouses and
many more items. See
Gerald Waldrop at Bank of
Murray, Friday and Saturday, August 7 & 8,
Sod-Good KY Bluegrass.
Sold in field on pallets.
KY
504 a.yart
(502)239-8515.

Need a babysitter? Call
759-1253.
16. Home
Senior -t-- fiSt1 needing
Furnishings
place to live this fall in
Brass glass top coffee table,
exchange for odd jobs.
$100. 7 piece dinette set,
606-236-4438.
$100. Both used 2 months.
Want job doing housecleanCall 753-8498.
ing. Experienced, referencestit4361297.-- ----11Wrres
-W refrigerator, 22
Gold, side by side.
cu.
ft.
Want to do house keeping.
Call 489-2839 after 6 pm.
Have references. Call 7594593.
Wallpaper Close-Out. Over
rolls in stock.3000
10. Business
Prepasted-strippablescrubbable. Values to
Opportunity
$13.95, single roll. Now
Log House distributorlooksingle roll. The
$4.99
ing for dealer. A chance to
Sherwin Williams Company.
make money, full time or
Washer and dryer, Kenpart time. Investment
required. Hendrix Kiln Dry
more, 2 years old. Excellent
condition, $400. Call 753Log Homes. 502-729-4692;
after 5, 502-729-4572.
8076.

TOOL
DESIGNER
The Franklin Kentucky division of the
Dayton Watther Corporation is seeking a
tool designer to fill a position in our
modern expanding machining and fabricating plant
The successful candidate must have a
minimum of 5 years experience in tool
design work. To receive an attractive
salary and benefit package, pietas submit resume including salary history to:

2
A

2

Industrial Relations Manager

Franklin Division
DAYTON WALTHER CORPORATION
P.O. Box 151
Ogles Avenue
Franklin, Kentucky 42134
An Equal Opportunity
Employer 111/1F/H

2

4'

ELECTRICAL/

MECNANWAL
MAINTENANCE

tt

FOREMAN
Dayton Walther Corporation a major
manufacturer of transportation-related
equipment Is seeking an experienced
eiectricaVmechanical
maintenance
foreman.

ci
7

This position within our modem expending
machining and assembly plant is located
In Franklin, Kentucky. Selected individual
must be a good leader and be experienced
in/kik-Mc:al arid mechanical maintenance.

4

An excellent compensation and fully paid
benefit package Is offered For immediate
consideration please send resume including salary requirements in confidence
to:

ft
ai
7

Industrial Relations Manager
Franklin Division

DAYTON WALTHER CORPORATION
P.O. Box 151

SI

Ogles Avenue
Franitlin, Kentucky 42134

fi
a

•
.7
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43. Real Estate
28. Mobile Homes 34.Houses For Rent 43. Real Estate
For Rent 3 bedroom brick home, PERFECTLY CLEAN AND
Equipment

1965 Massey Ferguson
diesel tractor. Recently
overhauled. $5300. 3957791.
1977, 4430 John Deere
tractor with cab, extra good
condition. 489-2308 or
489-2101.
I do custom combiningcorn or beans. Call 4354429, Terrell Tidwell. Also,
for sale, an Auger wagon.
Tobacca Sticks. Call 1-3452861.

20. Sports
Equipment
The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopkinsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5,(502)885-5914.
Three beagles, excellent
hunting dogs. Completely
broken; will not run off
with game. $100 each firm.
One female squirrel dog;
aged, spayed Plott hound.
Excellent hunter. $100
firm.
Will only sell these dogs as
,a unit. Serious calls only,
please. 436-2336 after 6:00
p.m.
Universal .30 cal M-1
carbine, and .22 LR/.22
mag Revolver. 753-8121.

22. Musical
Clarinet, excellent condition. 753-9344, call after 6
p.m. or in mornings.
.
Old upright Piano, $300.
753-0521.
Piano Lessons. When starting back to school, why not
take Piano lessons, too? Call
489-2243,ask for Cindy.

ANOS-ORGANS
Your ammiete
kr/beard Dealer

Seles-Reletels
Musk Lessens

CLAYTONS
753-7575

23. Exterminating

12x65' trailer, 2 bath, 3
bedroom. Please furnish
references. See Brandon
Dill, Dill's Trailer Court.
2 or 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished, new carpet,
new furniture, central air,
gas heat, underpinned. May
be seen at Shady Oaks.
753-5209 or 753-2876.
3 Bedroom trailer on 94 E.
Ready to move into. For
more information, call
753-7506.
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home. RN more
information, call Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898.
Trailer lot for rent, $40 per
month. Call. 759-1253 after
5 p.m.
Two bedroom trailer near
Murray, no pets. Call
489-2611.
Two bedroom house, unfurnished, 12 miles west.
$150 per momth, Coleman
Real Estate, 753-9898.

with large barn, located
near Marshall Co. line, just
off Hwy 80. $250 per mo.
Phone 436-2166.
417 South' 10th. Redecorated, 2 bedroom,
unfurnished. References,
lease, $185 plus deposit.
753-8198 evenings.
Country home in New
Concord. Call 436-2498.
Furnished year around
cabin, Pine Bluff Shores.
One year lease, $2400.
753-5791, 759-1074, 7532649.
Spacious 3 bedroom house
for rent In quiet subdivision, near shopping centers. 2 car garage, central
air, electric heat, fenced in
backyard. Available Aug.
20th. $350 per mo. Call
753-9436 after 5 p.m.
Three bedroom brick, near
University. New carpets, all
electric. Available. No pets.
$275. 753-3942.
36. For Rent Of

-Heabr2S gtanif

For Lease

30,000 BTU air-conditioner, For Lease: 2 adrm duplex
Dill Electric, 753-9104.
apartments. Central heat/We repair and clean air, carpets. Man and wife,
air-conditioners. We also or lady teacher. Call
buy used air-conditioners. 492-8850, or 753-8067.
Dill's Electric, 753-9104.
For. Lease: Beautiful new
home. 3 large bedrooms, 3
31. Want To Rent
full baths, sunken living
2 bedroom furnished apt. room, formal dining room,
within walking distance of huge family room with
-campus, for 2 male fireplaee: 12 closets,--teestudents. 767-4235 after 3 tral heat/air, central
p.m. 924-5319 after Friday. vacuum, many extras. On 4
/
2 miles
Wanted-Unfurnished house acre woods lot, 61
$350
month,
Southwest.
to
rent
in
East
or apartment
Elem. School district. Need .$300 deposit. No pets.
by August - 15th. Call Owner moving. 753-4110.
753-7374.
Mliii
32. Apts. For Rent
I
Werolioeso
1-2 Bedroom apt. _ FurStorage Specs
nished, washer/dryer.
For Rent
Lease and deposit required.
SO
104 Williams Ave. 7531437, or 753-7908.
.1..Bedten ept..,--stove .and
refrigerator. Near down- AKC German Sheperd
town Murray. Call puppies. 28 champions in 5
generations. Also registered
753-4645.
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
1 Bedroom furnished apart- 502-554-2153.
ment, $125 per month. No
pets, deposit required, Registered English Setter
close to MSU. Call 753- pups, Championship blood
lines. Females $50, males
6564.
$75. Danny Bazzell, 4921 or 2 bedroom duplex 8607. Nights, 153-5169.
apartment. 414 S. 10th,
40. Produce
Murray. 492-8225.
2 Bdrm. apart. furnished or Large sweet corn, apples
unf urn. New carpet. Adults, and plums. Call 753-4725.
no pets. Lease and deposit 41. Public Sale
required. Call 753-9208 af.
Yard Sale, all day Saturday.
4 p.m.
1627 Loch Lomond.
2 Bedroom apartments in
attractive setting. Carpeted, 43. Real Estate
A
central heat and air,
Monism & Thomas
kitchen appliances furlaseranes &
nished, washer and dryer
emol Estee
hookup. 753-7559 or 753Sawthald• Court Sq.
7550.
Merrily, Koatiocky
2 bedroom duplex, West753401
wood Subdivision. Couples
only. No pets or children.
Lease and deposit required.
12
Building lot, 1 /
Available Aug. 16th. 759acres. Reduced for
4509.
quick sale. Owner
Furnished extra nice large 3
leaving town.
room apartment. University
Shrew Waldrop
couple or Graduate student
keel Estate
prefered. Heat, water furSodsion
nished. No pets or children.
cPrivate, quiet. 753-1299 or
751-1757
753 3913.
Quiet' furnished apartment
Appraieeb - Comnear campus. 753-2977 or
ening - Management
1-527-1912 after 5 pm.
and Sales.
Nice furnished 1 bedroom
- RON TALENT
apartment. Inquire at 100
REALTOR
S. 13th St
MOM
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109,.or 436-2844.
sirable location for
home or office.
ither
Two bedroom apt. Central
e have a 4 bedroom
heat and air-conditioning.
ome near 12th and
Carport and good closet
ycamore. Gas heat
space. Near town. $200 per
control oir. coltf901101._ deposit requiredNo pets. Call 753-5788.
Mooing. Priced to

L

24. Miscellaneous
Heavy duty 2 wheel trailer.
Approx. 7x12 ft., 21
/
2 ft.
high. 759-1813.

26.TV-Radio

INTEREST
FREE
Financing On

COLOR TV
(United Thee)

CLAYTOWS
Open fill 7 p.m.

27. Mobile Homes
For Sale
12x65' 78 model. Phone
498-8585.
1971 12x64' 3 bedroom,
11
/
2 bath. Newly carpeted
throughout. Call after 5,
1-634469.
1975 12x60 Viking. furnished. Washer, dryer,
disOwasher,
airconditioned, utility pole,
underpinning. $4500 firm.
753-5867.
1975- Granville trailer, 2
bedrooms, 1 bath, 1'2x16
added room. Can after 4,
4374846.
2 Bedroom trailer, 12x60
furnished, including washer
and dryer, $3500. Call
759-1505 after 6 p.m.
Extra nice large mobile
home, 1080 sq. .ft living
space, 1% bath, central
heat and air, other mitres.
GalL=.-241P5!"
For sale, trailer, 10x55'.
Cell 753-7827.Weiner,- must•-seH. 1974
Commadot 12)45 if,
furnished, central heat and
air. 443-0430 or 5.3k22.24..

33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for rent, 1 block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

lobo C.
Neebeeer
Reel Estate
1111 Sywwww.
7534111 7S31

34. Houses For Rent
2 Bedroom, partially furnished. $195 month plus
deposit. 753-6679.
2 Bedroom house in
country, approx. 5 miles
out of Murray. Nice. Call
247-6016.
2 Bedroom house, 5 miles
north of Murray. Stove and
refrigerator furniture. $160
monk plus deposit. Call
'11
3 Bedroom house newly
demisted; sir-conditioners,
garden spet-.No pets. Four
miles west of Murrty. $225
per month.' Call 753-4406
ot 4354119. _

BARGAINS
Lake front cottage.
Four rooms and both.
Located on main lake,
deep water.
Also
Three bedroom home,
carport and garage
located 10 miles
wh,or without.
acreage. Make Offer.
153411111
RI Al 1.0 ATI
& PROPERTV MANAGIMINT

46. Homes For Sale

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered 53. Services Offered

Need work on your trees?
4 Bedroom, 2 baths, energy Restored 124 Fiat Spider
Convertible. Call 753-6420 APPLIANCE SERVICE:
Topping, pruning, shaping.
efficient heat pump. One
p.m.
Kenmore,
Whirlpool, complete 'removal and
block from University. after 4
Westinghouse.
Experienced more. Call BOVEWS TREE
Used
Trucks
SO.
753-5791, 759-1074, 753independent service. Bobby SERVICE for professional
2649.
1976 Dodge truck, half ton: Hopper, 753-4872.
lkdt
tree care; 753-8536.
•
ORS 1
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive, one owner; 56,000 actual
Air-conditioning
and
REAL ESTATE
Now 'open! Doug Jones
Well
BV with 1400 plus sq. ft. miles. Call 753-8324.
Pump Repair. Electrical Electric, Airport Rd. Re
7534040
living area, fully carpeted, 3 52. Boats and
Work, New or Repair. Call sidential work. Guaranteed,
bedrooms, built-in kitchen
Professional Serv ices
753-9856
or after 5 P.M. free estimates. Call 753Motors
Boat
family
and
room combinaWith The Friendly Touch"
9555.
tion, living room, utility, 18' Mark Twain boat, 165 753-8526.
one
large
lots
of
bath,
Painting and Decorating.
hp., inboard motor with
WATERFRONTstorage. Low 540's. Call 180 hours of use. Days, All of your plumbing and Interior and Exterior, 10
Joe L Kenna; Broker
CYPRESS
CREEK
1912 Culdwak.r Ad.
753-9818. Must see to 753-6395. After 4, 753- air-conditioning needs. Also years experience. I take the
Beautiful 3 B.R., 2 appreciate.
do carpentry, - painting, time to do the job right.
6608.
753-0186(Anytime)
bath quality home
roofing, and concrete. All
/
2 ft. Checkmate work done to satisfaction. Cali 759-1692.
overlooking lake Duplex, one block Univers- 1978, 161
Professional paperhanging,
(perfect for Lodge). ity, $45,000 with $5000 boat. 159 hp Mercury 753-9822.
down. Balance $310.12 engine, boat cover. Super
paintine farm buildings,
All
draperies,
range,
4timaji
) disposal, month, or $40,000 cash. nice. Also, Dune Buggy with Asphalt driveways and top,
u0_es. Commercial or
parking lots sealed by
dishwasher, exhaust Buy one unit for $22,500 new motor. Call 753-7627. Sears. For free estimates residential., Call Tremon
with $2500 down. Balance
753-1222
Farris, 759-1987.
fan, carpeting in- $155.06
pontoon, call 753-2310.
month. 753-5791, 23' all aluminum
HOMO% FOR LOUR:
cluded.
Riviera Cruiser. 50 hp
P & ..D Lawn Service.
Cozy 759-1074, 753-2649.
Evinrude motor, excellent Concrete and block, brick Mowing, small tree and
fireplace, bathroom
MARCH RIGHT IN
work. Basements, drive- hedge trimming. Free
For
sale
room
by
owner,
six
shape.
$3000. 436-5364.
with skylights, full
Just the right size
vanity.
Large brick house. 2 bedrooms, 53. Services Offered ways, storm cellars, por- Estimaiis. 436-2997.
and priced to sell.
ches. 20 years experience.
boathouse, boat dock garage, on corner lot,
Small block brick and stone
This lovely 3
with intercom to 78x187'. In quiet re- AAA CUSTOM MADE 753-5476.
bedroom, 2 bath
bookcases. Dale Spenser's portable laying jobs. Also concrete
house. Let us showy sidential neighborhood. CABINETS,
music centers, etc. sand blasting and painting. finishing, some carpenter
home is well located
Walking
distance
to
shopyou this unique lake
work. 30 years experience.
in a quiet stre near
ping center. Call 753-1276. Reasonable. 436-2566.
Call .153-5198 or 753-6626. 759-1920.
property-you'll be
Murray Hie
col.
ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING Exp. mother will babysit in
47. Motorcycles
impressed!
There is la
livor
vinyl siding and trim. her clean home, nice yard, Warning! Don't read this
Honda
750.
Some
1973
GROVE
BROWN'S
unless you're in need of
ing r
d den
Aluminum trim for brick. /
2 miles east of Court roofing, carpentry, or elecNicely decorated extras, very good condition. houses. Jack Glover, 753- 11
wi
lace. Also
Square. Rate negotiable. trical work. New or repair.
older home, convient Will trade. for Dune Buggy 1873.
a lar wooded deck
Call Melanie, 753-2952.
345-2870.
All guaranteed. Call Joe.
to stores, churches,
and a fenced-in
GENERAL HOME REPAIR. Fence sales at Sears now. 753-9226 for free estimate.
a
Located
on
etc.
Norton
Com1974
850
backyard, just right
beautiful/
3
4 acre lot. mando, $1000. Call 759- 15 years experience carpen- Call Sears, 753-2310 for Wet basement? We make
for summer sun and
try, concrete, plumbing, free estimate for your
finance at 4535 after 5.
Owner
will
wet basements dry, work
fun. Priced at
roofing, siding, things
reasonable terms. 1979 Honda CR 250 R, around the home. Free needs
completely guaranteed. Call
$58,500. Phone 753Only 821,250.
1222, Kopperud RealMetzeller front tire, gas-oil, estimates! No job too small. Guttering by Sears, Sears or write Morgan Constructy for Real Service in
piggy back shocks, new Call days 474-2359_ 474- , continuous gutters installed tion Co., Route 2, Box
• per your spertificatitms_ Call 409A, Paducah, KY 42001.
clutch plates $500 Trailer 2276- e-vehing-s,
real Estate.
also. $850 for all. weekends, 474-2276. Sears 753-2310 for free or call day or night.
HOUSE AND 80
1-442-1026.
328-8072.
ACRES
II & K Stump Removal. Do estimate.
Beat Inflation
One 1976 90 cc Kawasaki you need stumps removed Heating, refrigeration, and Will do industrial cleaning,
Just listed, this atSave Taxes
tractive remodeled 3 Buy this income property dirt/street, excellent condi- from your yard or land electrical repair. Bob's office, window, carpet, etc.
bedroom home and one block from MSU, large tion. Only 850 miles, $375. cleareq, of stumps? We can Refrigeration Service, Commercial or residence.
and odd jobs. Call 75380 acres located 13 house with2 apts. and 4 - Can - tre-seen at - Menai 'rernove stumps up to 24" Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or 4037.
Lockhart.
753-7829.
Bobby
&
Marine.
753-7400
Sport
below the ground, leaving
miles northwest of sleeping rooms, income
only sawdust and chips. JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TANK Will haul driveway white
Murray. Land in- $540 per mo. Selling price or after 6, 767-4455.
Call for free estimate, Bob CLEANING. 24 hour service, rock and Ag lime, also have
cludes several acres $45,000. Owner may conKemp 435-4343 or Bob also instalation of septic any type of brown or white
48.
Auto.
Services
of good timber and sider financing. Call 753Kemp, Jr 435-4319.
tanks and backhoe work. pea gravel. Also do back*
approximately. 30 9341.
Hudson,
acres tendable. OfMITCHELL BLACKTOPPING. Call 753-8669 or 436-5348. work. Call Roger
UT
fered at only 862,500
Commercial and residen- Johnson's Electric. Com- 753-4545 or 753-6763.'
AUTO PARTS
tial. Also patching, sealing, mercial and residential Will sharpen hand saws and
through Kopperud
sts S.4SL
4taktai
)
l
i
-- • and -striping. For estimates wiring, gas installed and skill saws. 753-4656.
Realty,.711.Maia.- •
Murray,Kodesky
call 753-1537.
repairing. 753-7203.
Yard Mowing. Most city lots
753-1222
Butteries, tiros,
ANCHORS
$6.00. Also weeding. Call
HOME
MOBILE
Cleaning.
Clean,
Homes FOR Livitic
Carpet
Bargain of the Week! Older
wheel seven, oat*
underpinning, roof's sealed, odor free carpet; looks 753-3058 before 9 a.m.
2 bedroom home on nice
emessesies. 24 bear
patio awnings, and house better and lasts longer. 759-1675 after 2 p.m.
COWLETED
JUST
esidentia I street. House
bowleg. Also. outtype
roofs for mobile Don't settle for surface
new
a
for
ready
And
needs some repair. Priced
plies Illeo of mod
homes. 753-1873, Jack cleaning. Insist on steam
Three
owner.
to sell in teens. Lot size,
Aluminum Service o.,'
ii'.-.
Glover.
cleaning and get all the
bedrooms, great
85x340'. For more informaaluminum
and vinyl.
753-.5.300
room, three full
tion, call Purdom &
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In- dirt. Call Jeff's Carpet
siding,
custom
trim.
stalling tie downs, under- Cleaning. Experienced, reThurman Real Estate,
baths. very attrac- 49. Used Cars
work. References. Call
liable.
753-9826.
753-4451 or Susie Wells,
pinning, roofing, installing
tive kitchen, large
Will Ed Bailey, 753753-1585 or Geneva Giles,
utility room and two 1962 Corvette, immaculate doors and windows. Also
0689.
throughout.
$12,000.
Cal753-6557.
build porches and patios.
car garage. Located
City, KY, 395-7791.
Call 753-6973. Free
in new development vert
56. Free Column
0 adjacent
to 1972 Pontiac, one owner, estimates! No job too
Hemmed In? The open
weekends,
call
small!
On
Black female kitten, long
Gatesborough. Im- exceptionally clean. 753spaciousness of this one
474-2276.
hair, 4 months old
1537.
mediate possession
floor plan makes the kit753-3994
the
cleaned
in
priced
Air-conditioners,
and
1973 Volkswagen Baha
chen, dining area, and liv$60's. Phone 753-1=, buggy, $575. Call and repaired. We buy usetl
ing .,room practically one
air-conditioners. Dill's ElecKopperud Realty,for 753-6863.
huge room with beamed
_tric,
call 753-9104.
information.
the
all
cathedral ceiling and. in1973 Volkswagen Super
NEW LISTINGdirect lighting. The 3
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across front Coraseenity Center)
Beetle, Formula V model, Air-conditioners, dryers,
CANTERBURY
bedrooms are in a quiet
radial tires. $1500. 759- washers, and ° freezers
Specializing in Senior Citizens
Neat and attractive 4 4777 after 5 p.m.
repaired. Call 759-1322.
separate wing. Add 1 and
bath
bedroom,
2%
Open Hours
/
3
4 baths. This home has an
1974 Dodge Challenger, Alexander Septic Tank
home with den,living needs motor. $700. 153- Cleaning. Vacuum cleaned
assumable loan...priced in
Mon.,
Tues.,
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
the low 40's.
room and formal din- 8121.
from your driveway. In8-12 753-3685
ing room. Tastefully
dustrial, residential, or
Olds_ Cutlass commercial, 24 hour serdecorated home and 1975
For Appointment
land- Supreme. Power steering,. vice. Call 753-5933.
air.
Factory
brakes,
and
LORETTA JOBS, REALTORS.
scaped lawn. Garage
1200 Sycamore
to mags, AM/FM 8 track with
Murray. Kentucky 42071
converted
(502) 753-1192
gameroom. Attrac- power booster. Baby blue
with /
1
2 vinyl top. $1900.
tive assumable loan.
Call 753-8076.
Offered in mid $'70's
through Kopperud 1975 Vega automatic. Cold
Realty, 711 Main air, good condition,
40
.
Witelle4 Street.
AM/FM, CB. $1150.- Tool
box for small truck, $30.
753-1222
Call 489-2595.
Bel
bath
Nice 2 bedroom, 2
HOMPS FOR LIVIDIG
Air mobile home, 14x70, 1978 Mustang V-6, 4
located in Senic Acres speed, p.s., a.c., AM/FM
YESTERDAY'S
Subdivision. Three-fourths cassette. 753-0235 or
CHARM
acre lot, just off- Hwy. 280. 753-9333 after 6 p.m. Ask
WITH TODAY'S
Has city water; furnished, for Jim.
CONVENIENCES
A lovely well-kept including appliances. 1979 Pinto Pony, very good
older home on a cor- Ready to move into. 'condition, 53100.. Call
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
ner lot. Ronne has 3 $13,700. Call Spann Realty 753-0331 after 4:00.
Assoc. 753-7724.
bedrooms, formal
1980 Mazada W. Still
dining room,sun por- 44. Lots For Sale
2 door
under warra
ch, 2 baths and a full
. luggBeautiful lot, Anderson hatchback
- We're Accepting Applications for
basement. Large liv- Shores. Corner of Cross age ra
arcuated, 5
ing . room with -Sperm and - Cindy - - speed,
- seats.
Full-Time,Part Time
fireplace and g
Like new. Asking $4450.
$1700. 502-886-6358.
Day and Evening Employment
759-4683-atter-3tem.- legs. - Modern kit- 45.FarmsFot Sale
chen. All this plus a
Interviewing For:
Sales Personnel for:
If country living is your 78 Pinto. Good condition.
*Office supervisor
•Ladoes Wear
nice two bedroom
753-7981:
$2900.
•Office clerks
•Curtain-draperies
pleasure come and take a
garge apartment on
•Receiving manager
•Appliances-hardware
sale by owner, 1979
For
at
this.
Only
look
Priced
at
•Register cash+ers
the back of the lot for
*Cameras
$31,975, this 2 bedroom Chrysler LeBaron. A.C., p.s.,
•Department managers
•Cosmetics
potential income to
$3975.
miles.
28,000
•Receiving clerks
•Linens-piece goods
home is on 6 acres, with a p.b.;
help fight inflation.
*Checkout super.vilbr
•Intants-guls wear
2 bedroom 'unfinished 759-4599.
*Night
•Toys-pets
maintenance
Mid $60's. Phone j53- apartment, 24 x 24 stable
personnel
•Automonve-sporting goods
1222, Kopperud Reef- with loft, --smoke house, Moving-Must sell. 1971
•Jewelry
or
$600
Mercury
Cougar,
ty.
•Shoes
pump house and several best reasonable offer
NEAR
sheds. All with concrete 753-6268.
*Group Lite Ins
UNIVERSITY
•Associate Discount
floors and electricity. Call
We Offer:
-*Sick Leave Pay
'Advancement
Very attractive brick
•Top Wages
Spann Realty Associates,
*Holiday Pay
Opportunity
'Profit Sharing
home on quiet street
753-7724.
Oldsmobile
*Paid
Vacations
1171
•E xcellent Working
•
'Group Healtff Ins
near the University.
Conditions
46.frames For Sak Dells IWO, 4 deer
New heat pump
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING TAKEN BY Wok
had,
am
3 Bedroom house, 905 N.
heating and cooling
DEPARTIFE:?1T FOR MANPOWER SIRV ICES
MM.
18th. Inquire at 759-4784
6
system, fireplace in
203 SOUTH SIXTH -STREET - -MURRAY, KENTUCKY
•
'
P.M.
after
6
PURISM
den. Extremely
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY - 8:00 A,1,14,29. Loo P
FOR FINAL IllTaW/ITS 713 BE CONDUCTED BY
economical utility1 3 ilediaini
- SWANN,.4
WAL-11KRT PERSONNEL
11t11 - St. Electric heat,
bills, lovely tree
PONTIAC
'AUGUST 25TH, 213TH MID- 27TH - 9 A.M. Tel 8 P.N.
hardwood floors.. Nice
shaded lot. Offered in
CADILLAC
7-1
CITY HALL - MURRAY, KENTUCKY
neighborhood, within walkthe .$40's. Kopperud
'W.
Fowl
' OciworeorY En
W.
1646M
1496
ing
distance
from
shopping'
Realty, 711 Main
&vow 1.010 Ad,
753-5315
center. $27,000. Phone ,
Street.
753-7508,
NEAT-No. 1111. MIMIlot
is level. Leen is pit/make* Limilecaped. Ranch
home is in eminent'baps;1
bedrooms, 1-r4 baths, kitchen with range top,
dishwasher,oven. Carpeted,
We, vinyl floors, paneling,
13:15 bring room, heat
pump, central air, covered
porch. Attached garage.
Home is brick. On blacktop,
school bus by. Mlle to gore,
14 to lake. 154,900.
STROUT REALTY

75341080

1

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

OrniulY
I,.

Opening Sam!

It1/11;MART

Discount Department Store

•

• 1,

S
4

•
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Various churches in the Place, at 5:30 p.m.;
Con- Winds Whisper His Name"
area have announced gregational Buzz and
Tell at the morning hour. The
meetings, events, and ser- Session at 7 p.m.
Youth Choir will sing at the
vices at the churches.
evening hour. Dwane Jones
FIRST CHRISTIAN
will be organist and Terry
ST. JOHN'S
Jim Stickler will speak on Downey will be pianist.
EPISCOPAL
"Self Exam" with scripture
Sunday School with Dan
Worship services will be from Matthew 19:16-21 at
the Billington as superintendent
held at 9:45 a.m. on Sunday, 10:45 a.m. worship service will beat 9:45 a.m.
Aug. 9, at St. John's on Sunday, Aug. 9, at the
Nursery workers will be
Episcopal Church, Main and First Christian Church Robbie Hale,
Regina Peeler,
Broach Streets, with the (Disciples of Christ).
Rachel Rickman, and Clovis
Rev. David Robinson, vicar,
A solo, "There Is A Balm Jones. For bus information
as the speaker, and Nancy In Gilead," will be sung by call Don Hale at 753-3063.
Whitmer as organist.
Margaret Boone, choir
Acolytes will be Missy director, with Maxine Clark
MEMORIAL
George,Samir Mahfoud,and as organist.
BAPTIST
Heather Doyle. Lay readers
Assisting in the services
The Rev. Dr.Jerrell White
will be Bill Kyle and Steve will be Lyle Underwood, will speak
on "Things God
Hale.
John Pasco, Sr., Will Jenkin, Hates" with scripture from
In charge of the nursery Dr. A. H. Iltsworth,
Auburn Proverbs 6:16-19 at the 10:50
will be Allison Sickel and Wells, Norman Hale,
Elmer a.m. service and on
Ren Leys. Pat Harcourt will Collins, Ron Gray,
Sandy "Wisdom For Living" with
be in charge of the altar dur- Lucas, Benny Maddox,
Mrs. scripture from Proverbs 11
ing August.
Terry Hart, Mr. and Mrs. W. at the 7 p.m. service on SunC. McKeel, and Frank day, Aug. 9, at the Memorial
FIRST UNITED
Roberts.
Baptist Church.
METHODIST
The flowers on the commuKerry Letterman, deacon
The Rev. Dr. Walter E. nion table will be in memory
of the week, will assist in the
Mischke, Jr., will speak on of Richard Cullom by his service. Hellon Carlin
will
''Hard Way: Easy Way; wife.
present special music at the
Which Way?" with scripture
Other events on Sunday morning hour and J. T. Lee
from Matthew 7:7-14 at the will include Sunday School at at the evening hour. Accom8:45 and 10:50 a.m. worship 9:30 a.m.; Youth Groups to panists
will be Margaret and
services on Sunday, Aug. 9, eat in Fellowship Hall at 5:30 Michael Wilkins.
at the First United Methodist p.m.; God Squad Group with
Sunday School with Ralph
Church.
Director Diana Underwood Bogard as director will be at
Larrie Clark will sing a and Odyssey Group with 9:40 a.m. and Church
Trainsolo, "Witness," at the early Director Pepi Lovell at 6 ing with Glenn
Hale as direcservice. At the later service p.m.; Elders meeting in tor will be at
6 p.m.
the Methodist Men's Choir, church library at 6:30 p.m.;
directed by Paul Shahan Church board meeting in
FIRST BAPTIST
with Bea Farrell as organist, church library at 7 p.m.
The Rev. Dr. Jerry
will present special music.
Hopkins, director of the BapOther events on Sunday
GRACE BAPTIST
tist Student Union at Murray
will include Church School at
Regular services will be State University,_ will speak_
9t4& a.m.; Fellowship in held at. the Grace Baptist on "How To
Throw Your Life
social hall and Teacher Church, 617 South Ninth Away" with
scripture from
Reception on third floor at Street, Murray, on Sunday, Judges 16:20 at
the 10:45
10:30 a.m.; Covenant Prayer Aug. 9, at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 a.m. service
and on
Group, Senior High Cookout p.m. with the pastor, the "Touching People" with
and Poor Party at Loretta Rev. R. J. Burpoe, as scripture from Luke 8:41-56
Jobs Century 21 Office, and speaker.
at the 7 p.m. service on SunJunior High Cookout at the
Leland Peeler will direct day, Aug. 9, at the First BapKelly's, 1504 Hermitage the choir as they sing "Even tist
Church.

Dr. Hopkins will be speasmg in the absence of the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, who is in Brazil
with the mission team.
The guest speaker holds a
Ph. D from the University of
Kentucky in the field of
hitory and has written a
biography of the Baptist
evangelist of earlier years,
Mordecai F. Ham. A native
of Brodhead in eastern Kentucky, he has studied at
Clear Creek Baptist Church,
Pineville, Southwestern
Baptist
Theologial
Seminary, Fort Worth, Texas, and in Oxford, England.
He was pastor of Mt.
Freedom Baptist Church,
Wilmore, from 1976 until
coming to Murray.
Dr. Hopkins and his wife
have three children. He is
also teaching parttime at the
Mid-Continent Baptist Bible
College, Mayfield.
Randy Sorrow, minister of
youth, and Dr. Thomas
Hogancamp, deacon of the
week, will assist in the services.
Mrs. Judy Henry will sing
a solo, and Wayne Halley,
minister of music, will direct
the Church Choir as they
sing "Unto Thee,0 Lord" at
the morning hour. Mr.
Halley will sing a solo and
direct the Church Choir as
they sing "Wonderful Grace
of Jesus" at the evening
hour.
Sunday School will be at
M.30 a.m., Church Training
at 6 p.m., and the Deacons
meeting at 8 p.m., all on Sunday.
David Travis will present
a report on his mission trip
to Trinidad at the 6:45 p.m.
prayer meeting on Wednesday. Slides will be included.

Former KEA Head Against Pay
Cut Proposal For New Teachers
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
— A former president of the
Kentucky
Education
Association doesn't like a
suggestion to reduce the pay
of beginning teachers under
a proposed internship program.
Fred Schultz, deputy
superintendent of public instruction, told a subcommittee of the Joint Interim
Education Committee Friday that state Superintendent of Public Instruction
Raymond Barber is considering recommending that
first-year teachers only
receive RS percent of the
starting teacher salary

under an internship program.
Schultz said the remaining
5 percent would go as extra
pay to a regular teacher who
would supervise the intern.
The one-year internship,
along with a competency
test, has been recommended
by the Council on Teacher
Education and Certification.
No decision has been made
on the proposal by the state
Board of Education.
June Lee, a member of the
certification council and
former KEA president, said
the intern teacher would still
have full classroom responsibility.
"To pay them any less
than the standard teacher

Ball Publishes Article
In University Review
1
;

Dr. Bert Ball, associate
professor of French at Murray State University, has
published an article focused
on French author Antoine de
Saint-Exupery (1900-1944) in
the University of Dayton
Review.
Entitled "The Synthesized
Images of Saint-Exupery,"
the article is a study of a
number of poetic-philosophic
essays by Saint-Exupery,
who was also a pioneer in
French aviation. He envisioned the establishment of
an ideal civilization in whith
all men would collaborate to
raise themselves to higher

and higher spiritual levels.
Saint-Exupery proposed
that all contradictory ideas
would be synthesized into
new concepts and poetic images synthesized into new
ones, representing the ideas
necessary to inspire and impel men to work together for
the good of society.
Ball has also published articles on other 20th-century
French writers — Andre
Malraux and Edouard Estaunie.
He is currently completing
a book-length study of the
novels of Guy de Maupassant (1850-1893).

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
GENUINE GM PARTS

1980 Citation
4 Door, brown, light brown interior, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioned, AM-FM radio. Rally
wheels 1 3xxx miles.

$6,277.00
Dwain Tiryler Chevrolet Inc.
753-2617

641 South, Murray
GM MMILITY
SMPOICE PARTS

GM
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Three Injured In
Seizure Of Irapiv
Embassy In Capital

salary would be an insult,"
Mrs. Lee said.
A state legislator Friday
defended Barber against attacks from the KEA.
"I dare say he has shed
more tears over these cuts
than they did," state Sen.
Ken Gibson, D-Madisonville
said during the full meeting
of the Education Committee.
Gibson charged the KEA,
the state's largest teacher
organization, with having
selfish motives in criticizing
Barber for not fighting hard
enough against recent cuts
in the state's education
budget.
Gibson said the KEA did
not raise any complaints until it was decided to
eliminate two teacher inservice days, which will
have the effect of reducing
teachers' pay.
"It seems they get more
concerned with their individual pay than with other=
areas or services, or even
the human services provided
by the state," Gibson said.
"I am standing up for Ray
Barber," he said. "These
cuts came after great
pleading with the governor
and education was cut less
than other programs."
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.

last week announced 840.2
million in cuts in educational
funds as part of a nearly $100
million reducing in state
spending because of anticipated shortfalls in state
revenue.
Later in the week the
ICEA's board of directors
adopted a resolution calling
for Barber's resignation.
Barber rejected the idea.
In other action Friday, the
full committee approved
pre-filing a bill to eliminate
four courses mandated by
law in public schools.
The measure, which passed the full committee 16-5,
was endorsed Thursday by a
subcommittee. It would
repeal laws requiring
courses in consumerism,
career education, alcohol
and drug abuse and the environment.
"Philosophically it is not a
good idea for the General
Assembly to pick out these
four things and say you shall
do it," said Rep. Steve
Wilborn, D-Shelbyville,
sponsor of the bill.
Gibson opposed the
measure, saying the
Legislature was a medium
by which the general public
could have a say in what is
taught in public schools.

BIBLE SCHOOL — Bible school was completed Friday at the Coldwater Baptist
Church. Enrollment in the school was 168 and average attendance for the week
was 145, Pastor jimmy Madding said. Madding added that he invites all people
to see the church's new auditorium, to be completed "within a couple of
weeks."

State Police Comb Area For
Gunman Who Shot Detective

ROUNDHILL,Ky.(AP) —
State police combed the
wooded areas of Edmonson
County today,looking for the
gunman who shot and killed
a state police detective after
he and his partner..
discovered a marijuana
field.

for his wife, Coates said.
'Why must it cost this
Phelps' companion, Sgt. much?' It seems like a terNoble Ray, was not wounded ribly high price for the enbut he was taken to the Bowl- forcement of the law," he
ing Green medical center for said.
observation.
State police said Phelps
The suspect was described was killed shortly after he
as a large man, about 6 feet and Ray discovered a field of
tall and weighing about 200 marijuana and assorted
paraphanalia. The two ofDetective Darrell V. pounds, with a full beard.
Over 50 police descended ficers, armed with a warPhelps, 34, was hit twice by
rifle bullets Friday and died on the area, establishing rant, had gone to the scene to
before he could be evacuated road blocks and combing the search for a weapon that
police believed had been usfrom the remote area by a woods.
KSP Commissioner ed in a shooting incident
medical helicopter.
Marion Campbell described Thursday.
"He was conscious when Phelps as "a proven
Trooper Melvin Perkins,
we got there," said Larry veteran."
public affairs officer at the
Coates, an emergency
"We'll certainly miss Bowling Green KSP post,
medical technician. "He him," Campbell said. "You said it was during the search
kept his sense of humor at k'bep hoping these things for the weapon that Phelps
first." Before Phelps lost won't happen. _
-and Ray came across the
- .
--consciousness, he called out
"I keep asking myself, marijuana. As they were
preparing to leave, they
noticed a tent and started to
Continued From Page 1) walk towards it.
At that point, a man
In
the
communication,
emerged from the tent and
Chamberlain said he concurred with
opened fire with a rifle.
the opinion of university attorney
James Overby that state law requires
******
all public grant and contract money to
***** *
be deposited with the state treasurer,
the same as regular university funds.
"While only Western Kentucky
University is in full compliance with
the statutes tin relation to the handling of grants and contracts), we ( Murray State) are the most flagrant
violator," Chamberlain said. "This
leaves us vulnerable to critical review
by external agencies."
Curris refused to comment
Thursday on the matter because court
You Went Wont To Miss This Sole
action connected with the charges
against him by the regents and a
PRICES SO LOW YOU CAN'T
dismissal hearing on the charges are
AFFORD TO MISS IT
tied up in court action.
He could not be reached today for
:**CORN-AUSTIN MURRAY, KY.***
comment.

Foundation...,

1

CORN-AUSTIN'S
FIRST ANNUAL
BACK TO SCHOOL
& COLLEGE SALE

Enix Interior's
Golden Value II Sale

SAVE UP TO 25%

• ••
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Golden Value!
Reg. Prices Starting At $139.95
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Funding Will Probably
Not Be Cut For Gifted
By DIANA TAYLOR
increase."
Associated Press Writer
The three-year-old proFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) gram allows local schools to
— It appears unlikely that choose the type of infunding will be cut, at least struction they will provide
in the near future, for a pro- for students whose abilities
gram designed to educate exceed those of most
Kentucky's gifted children. children.
School districts will comAnd, according to all acpete for $1.9 million in state counts at the Program Imgrants for such educational plementation Oversight Subactivities during the 1981-82 committee meeting, the proacademic year.
gram has been a success.
And that appropriation
One reason for that is the
will not be reduced, an interest and enthusiasm of
education official told a parents, said Doris Mills,
legislative subcommittee president of the Kentucky'
Friday.
Association for Gifted
It is even possible that the Education.
Department of Education
When KAGE was formed
will seek more money for the less than two years ago, it
program in the upcoming had fewer than 200
1982-84 state budget, said members. Now, the
Conley Manning, director of membership rolls have inthe department's division of creased to 1,650, Ms. Mills
program development.
told the subcommittee on
Superintendent of Public Program Implementation
Instruction
Raymond Oversight.
Barber supports the proSixty-five schools received
gram, Manning said, adding funding for gifted education
that he believes Barber will programs for the current
seek "at least a continuation academic year, sharing the
oldie funding with a possible $1.13 million available.

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Opponents of Iranian leader
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini seized Iran's lone U.S.
diplomatic outpost Friday,
holding some half-dozen
hostages for about .40
minutes. At least three people were injured, one by a
gunshot.
District of Columbia police
said 24 people would be
charged with damaging
diplomatic property — a
federal crime punishable by
up to five years in prison —
and a spokeswoman at
Georgetown Medical Center
said the gunshot victim was
in serious condition.
The demonstrators began
appearing befGre a federal
magistrate- Friday night to
hear the charges against
them. The magistrate set
low bonds for the first four
demonstrators to appear
before him. Formal charges
of destruction of a foreign
government's property were
also being prepared for
another 18 demonstrators.
Friday's court appearance
was only for the purposes of
presenting the charges to the
demonstrators and setting
the conditions for their
release. They will face further hearings later this month.
The gunshot victim, who
was not identified,
underwent 411 hours of
surgery for a back wound
that necessitated removal of
a section of the small intestine perfoiated by the
bullet. Georgetown hospital
spokeswoman Crystina Puc
said a second victim, 19year-old Mamood Kupai, apparently had been trampled
in the confusion and was in
fair condition.
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keth & Chestnut
MURRAY,Ky. 753-1474

ee Our Ad In Monday's Paper For Enix's
Big Summer Sale

